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Analysis of incidents in underground mining reveals that ground falls, including roof and rib 
falls, is one of the major sources of injuries and fatalities, however the number of accidents has 
reduced significantly during recent years(MSHA 2015). For instance, in 2005, around 60% of total 
fatalities in underground mining were associated with ground falls. This percentage has dropped 
to 37% in 2015 (MSHA 2015). This significant reduction in underground incidents may cause by 
several reasons such as: using advanced technology, advance in computer science, new policies 
on safety, etc. Development of mathematical methods such as finite element and boundary element 
methods beside the new advanced in computer science provided new computer programs for using 
in the mining industry. In general, these programs are used as a powerful tools to enhance the 
safety of mine designs. There are several programs have been developed and each program 
provides specific features and strengths as well as some specific limitations. The LaModel program 
was developed based on the displacement discontinuity method and has been successfully used 
over several years in mining industry in the United States. 
During the last few years, several features have been added to the LaModel program to 
increase the ability of the program to analyze the underground coal mines. The new efforts lead to 
implementation of several new options into the program such as: gob modulus calibration, a local 




technique, for the energy release rate calculation as well as calibration of the model. These 
components increase the analysis ability of the program for several specific conditions.  
Enhancing the main algorithm of solution for mines with multiple seams is necessary to comfort 
mine design in the underground coal mining.  Presently in the LaModel program, the fundamental 
elliptical, partial-differential equation of the laminated overburden is solved using a finite-
difference approach. This finite-difference solution has proven to be fast when solving single seam 
problems. However, when solving multiple-seam problems, the solution time increases by several 
orders of magnitude. The multiple-seams model in LaModel are solved by first calculating the 
seam convergence distribution seam by seam and then calculating the multiple-seam stress 
between the seams. Calculating and projecting stresses between the seams is the most time 
consuming process in a multiple-seam model.  In this dissertation, three algorithms have been 
developed and implemented to improve the efficiency of the multiple-seam calculation in the 
program. These algorithms include: a new kernel integral formulation, an optimized influence 
distance algorithm and a double macro element method. These new algorithms have been 
implemented into the most recent version of LaModel program.  Initially the algorithms were 
validated by comparing old model results against new model results.  Then, the speed of the new 
algorithms were benchmarked, both individually and in combination, using 5 different case 
histories. Finally, the combination of these three algorithms has been implemented into the 
program and accuracy of the final version has been evaluated. By implementing and using new 
method, the LaModel program will be more efficient than current version of program in terms of 
multiple seam computations. It means the model with more details and large size can be solved in 
less time in comparison with current multiple seam solution. Therefore, the major contribution of 
the current research in ground control field is improving safety in underground mining in multiple 
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Over decades, the mining industry, and specifically the underground coal mining industry, 
continues to show a high rate of fatality and accidents around the world. In US, the Mine Safety 
and Health Administration (MSHA) has reported fatalities and injuries in mining industry for each 
year during the last century(MSHA 2015). The data shows that forty percentage of injuries have 
been related to underground instability such as falling roof and back, falling rib /high wall, bumps, 
etc.  For instance, MSHA reported 27 fatalities due to falling roof and falling rib/highwall from 
the year 2008 to 2014(MSHA 2015). Many changes provided during recent years in mine design 
and regulation which led to significant reduction of injuries and fatalities in underground mines. 
Therefore, appropriate underground mine design still plays a vital role in keeping miners safe in 
underground mining.  
Many coal basins have multiple coal seams, so it can be stated that a several number of 
accidents in underground mines occur due to induce of multipleseams  stress; however, there is no 
database available that specifically classifies accidents from an interaction between coal seams.  
Multiple seam coal mines associated with much more problems than single seam mine due to the 
complex mechanism of stress transfer from one seam to the other seam.  
Based on research released by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health 
(NIOSH), the intensity and effect of multiple seam stresses depend on seam thickness, depth cover 
and interburden between the active seam and the adjacent seam as well as the type of remnant 
structure in the adjacent seam (Mark, Chase, and Pappas 2007). In fact, determination of accurate 
stability factors in multiple-seam mines is too complex, that MSHA has mandated using advanced 
computer modeling in mines with multiple seams and high overburden (> 1000 ft)( Stricklin and 
Watkins 2015).  
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Over the years, some empirical programs have developed to analyze pillar stability of single 
seam and multiple seam underground coal mines.  These programs are based on database for mines 
with range of different parameters. Generally, programs do not calculate details of the geologic 
stress, however they can help to select the appropriate design based on field measurements and 
statistical analysis. The examples for these types of programs are Analysis of longwall Pillar 
Stability (ALPS) which is generally used to analyze the single seam mine in longwall mines. 
Similarly, the ARMPS program can be used to analyze a retreat mining pillar stability in single 
seam mine. In 2007, NIOSH developed the AMSS program to evaluate the stability of mines with 
two seams. In addition to empirical programs, many numerical codes have been implemented and 
utilized for geologic structure analysis. These codes have been created using numerical techniques 
such as finite element, finite difference and boundary element methods. Each of these numerical 
methods has their own particular advantages and disadvantages based on its formulation. For 
instance, the displacement discontinuity method is a specific boundary element method which is 
able to analyze large scale areas in underground mines in a mathematically efficient manner. It is 
generally understood that the displacement discontinuity version of the boundary element method 
is used for very efficiently analyzing tabular deposits such as coal and other seam type deposits. 
Due to this unique capability, the displacement discontinuity method has been frequently used for 
mine design. Some applications of displacement discontinuity method (DD) have been explained 
and presented by Yacoub and Curran (1999), Vijayakumar (2000) and Wiles (2006). In South 
Africa, the software uses for displacement discontinuity modeling is called MINSIM and it was 
developed to analysis stress in underground gold mining. Two main theoretical approaches have 
been implemented in past displacement-discontinuity methods. In the first approach, the rock mass 
is approximated as a homogeneous isotropic elastic continuum, but in  the second approach, the 
rock mass is assumed to consist of a stack of layers(Salamon 1963). 
MULSIM and LaModel are programs which has been developed in the US based on the 
displacement discontinuity method, however each one uses a different theoretical assumption for 
the overburden. In the MULSIM program, the overburden is modeled as a homogeneous elastic 
medium and this assumption works very well and makes the program typically fast in the many 
situations. However, LaModel, assumes the overburden consists of numerous homogenous layers, 






1.2 Statement of the Problem 
 
Multiple-seam coal resources are considered as the complicated geological structure with 
numerous geometric model and geologic variables such as: overburden depth, interburden 
thickness, overburden strength, coal strength, seam thickness, stiffness and grid size and etc. 
Interaction between seams in multiple seam reserves leads to increase of need for efficient ground 
control analysis method. Therefore, using an appropriate computer program to model and analyze 
a multiple-seam mine can be an important part of a mine design process. The LaModel program is 
one of the programs which was developed based on boundary element method, and has been used 
to design underground excavation in tabular coal mines. The program is able to analyze pillar 
stability, convergence and subsidence in single and multiple seam mines. The LaModel program 
solve the displacement discontinuity equations in a frictionless laminated medium. The 
fundamental elliptical partial–differential equation of this laminated overburden model is solved 
in LaModel program by using a finite-difference approach for each seam. This solution algorithm 
is very fast in models with one seam, in most cases solving in just a few seconds. However, for 
multiple-seam mines, the stress interactions between seams are required to be considered; 
therefore, the elapsed time for solving a multiple-seam model increases significantly. For instance, 
a mine with four seams with grid size of 700 by 600 elements, and four step of calculation, the 
elapsed time can reach up to 170 hours. This running time can be greater in models with more 
elements. This amount of computational time is a drawback of using LaModel program to evaluate 
and design the multiple seams mining. Therefore, improving the computational efficient of 
multiple-seam models in LaModel would greatly help to run several models with more details to 
analyze stress-displacement in underground coal mines accurately. 
1.3 Scope of work 
The objective of the research is to increase mine safety by improving the efficiency of the 
LaModel program for analyzing multiple-seam coal mines. Increasing efficiency of program helps 
to analyze several number of scenarios in a short time and evaluate more involved parameters. The 
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influence function computations for elements of seams associates with long elapsed time during 
the multiple seam solution. Therefore, the methods and algorithms that make the influence 
functions efficient have potential of enhancing the program efficiency.   
 To fulfill this object, it is planned to develop and implement three improved algorithms to 
improve LaModel’s computation speed for multiple-seam models. These strategies focus on the 
algorithm of calculating the interaction between seams, finding the best domain size for the 
multiple seam effected area, and improve the speed of influence transmission. Initially, a new 
kernel formulation will be developed and implemented into the program. This new formulation 
will be verified and benchmarked with several different case histories. The second algorithm to be 
implemented will be represents optimized value for the radius of influence for the multiple-seam 
calculations. The radius of influence controls the size of the seam area that is included in the 
multiple-seam calculation. Currently, LaModel uses a conservative value for the radius of influence 
which heavily prioritizes accuracy over speed.  By minimizing the radius of influence and the 
associated calculation area, without affecting the accuracy of the multiple-seam stress calculation, 
the speed of the calculation can be significantly increased.  
The final algorithm to be optimized is for the “lumping” of elements during the multiple seam 
calculations. In the current version of LaModel, the elements on each local seam are lumped 
together during the multiple-seam calculation to speed the program.  Specifically, the seam 
displacements are initially solved using the full size grid and then the calculated displacements 
values are averaged over a larger grid size to use in the preliminary multiple-seam stress 
calculations. The refinement of the model’s coarse grid is performed on four different levels. In 
the first level, every 10 x 10 group of smaller seam elements are averaged to produce the 
displacement for the coarse block which covers the 10 x 10 element area.  Then during the 
multiple-seam stress calculation, this block is used to calculate the initial multiple-seam stress 
impact. By lumping 100 fine elements into one coarse block, the associated calculation speed is 
nominally decreased 100 fold. This displacement lumping approach is repeated at two more levels 
(5 x 5 and 2 x 2) during the solution of the multiple-seam and single seam displacements.  
Ultimately, in the last level of refinement, the coarse block size equals the original element size. 
Currently, in the LaModel the lumping process is only performed with the one seam (the local 
seam) in the multiple-seam stress calculation. This research proposes to implement the grid 
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reduction (lumping) algorithm on to both the primary and secondary seams. It is expected that the 
“double” lumping of elements on both the primary and secondary seams will increase the 
efficiency of the calculation, specifically in models with a large grid and a significant distance 
between seams. Finally, the accuracy of a new version of the program will be evaluated and 










The stress changes created by interactions between seams are typically called multiple seam 
stresses. Multiple seam reserves are more than 68% of minable coal reserve in the United States 
(Listak, 1993). Most of these mines are located in the five of the U.S. coal basins: Illinois Basin, 
Central Appalachian, Northern Appalachian, Alabama and Western (see Figure 2.1)(Mark, Chase, 
and Pappas 2007) . In multiple-seam mining, an active or previously mined seam can be above or 
below a specific coal seam. With multiple-seams, the stress interaction between the seams makes 
calculating a stability factor for the pillars and entries much more complex in comparison to the 
single seam mines.  
 
 




A deep understanding of the multiple-seam stress mechanism is critical to provide appropriate 
mine design and improve the safety in the mines. Introducing a stress transfer mechanism from 
one seam to the other seam helps to recognize the problems that are happening during mining of 
multiple-seam reserves. Multiple-seam mines can be classified based on the extraction order or 
sequence. This classification included four types of extraction such as: descending, ascending, 
mining simultaneously and mining randomly. In the descending type of extraction group, the top 
seam has been fully extracted and then the lower seam will be started (Figure 2.2). The second 
group or ascending is the opposite of the first group the lower seam will mine out and then the 
work will start in the upper seam (Figure 2.3). It has been noticed that the subsidence is a major 
problem in the ascending extraction. The interactions between seams are magnified in small inter-
burden, specifically if an inter-burden distance is less than a critical influence zone (Peng 2008).  
The third group is simultaneous extraction, and it is in a situation that the mine plans can be 
coordinated or can be independent of each other. The final group is related to the random 
extraction. Each method has its own problems and benefits; however, in terms of multiple-seam 
mining, the first method, descending mining, is preferable and is more common. The simultaneous 
or random methods results in a different kind of interaction between seams and the method is more 
complicated in comparison to the other sequence methods(Peng 2008).  
 
 





Figure 2. 3 Ascending extraction method (After Chekan, 1993) 
In last decades the new classification proposed that is based on two terms of undermining and 
overmining. In the undermining the lower seam is the active seam. In other words, the seam 
extraction sequence is from top seam to bottom seam. Therefore, the stress transfer from lower 
seam to the over seam vice versa, and it can create the instability. In contrast, in over-mining 




 a b 
Figure 2. 4 Scheme of (a) Undermining method and (b) Overmining method(after Mark 2007) 
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In general, stress transfer and subsidence effects are common in multiple seam interactions, 
and they are main sources of problems in the multiple seam mines. The problem that associate 
with multiple-seam mines include floor heave, pillar failure, and pillar punching created by stress 
transfer(Luo 1997) . 
 
2.2 Stress transfer theory 
One of the most critical problems in multiple-seam mine design is due to the stress transfer 
from one seam to the other. Understanding of stress transfer in mining can be illustrated by 
understanding the pressure bulb theory. This theory helps to clarify the mechanism of transfer 
stress from one point to the other point.  
In the foundation engineering the Pressure Bulb theory could explain a pressure distribution 
under a structure’s foundation and estimate the factor of safety in the foundation. Later research 
has extended the Boussinesq solution to stress transfer in multiple-seam mines. To evaluate the 
mechanism and ability of this theory to use in multiple seams, several models have been built. 
Initial research started by modeling the distribution of overburden load on the pillars in the top 
seam and transferring the stresses to the floor(Peng and Chandra 1980). The main assumption in 
the model is that the maximum stress concentration has been created in contact points of pillar to 
roof and floor. In the model, as expected, the transferred load decreased with increasing 
interburden distance (Figure 2.5).  
Further, advances in numerical methods, such as the finite element method, assist to evaluate 
some important factors on the stress transfer in multiple-seam mines, such as pillar shape. In 
addition, it has been seen that some coal properties such as an elastic modulus of coal does not 
have a major effect on the stress transfer; however, a stiff pillar creates more stress concentration. 
Finally, the research has demonstrated that the inclination of the seam will not change the shape 





Figure 2. 5 pressure bulb between pillars (Peng and Chandara, 1980) 
2.3 Analysis of multiple-seam mines by numerical and empirical methods 
The stability evaluation in the multiple-seam mine is a dynamic process and needs to be 
updated in every point periodically based on new conditions. This continued process is feasible by 
using computer code during the mine life. Over the years, the computer packages have developed 
based on empirical and/or numerical methods to help calculations pillar stability and allow 
frequent analysis as mining progresses. 
Generally, in the case with complicated multiple-seam geometry, the numerical method will 
provide more accurate results while the empirical methods can not include the effect of 
complicated geometries. The program based on numerical method is able to compute stability 
factor due to the stress interaction between seams.  
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The displacement discontinuity method is a specific type of the boundary element method 
used to simulate the thin openings, or cracks in an elastic solid. Initially, this method was 
developed based on solving the problem with a constant discontinuity in displacement over a finite 
part on the plane of the problem. However, later the analytical solution for higher order 
displacement discontinuity elements (none constant) has developed by Crouch. This chapter will 
discussed about software’s that employed displacement discontinuity as a basic solution.  
2.4 MULSIM program 
 
MULSIM/NL is a three-dimensional program based on the boundary element method which 
was developed by the US Bureau of Mines. The early boundary element development focused only 
on stress and displacement distributed by normal stress across the discontinuity. It should notice 
that the early version of the program only was able to perform elastic analysis (Donato, 1992).  
Later, Starfield and Courch’s works permitted inclined excavation relative to the principal stresses 
(Startfield and Crouch 1973) . Further work by Crouch and Fairhurst included certain nonlinear 
material models as boundary conditions across the plane of the displacement discontinuities ( 
Crouch and Fairhurst 1973). Moreover, Crouch developed a three-dimensional boundary element 
method for tabular seam near the earth’s surface (Crouch 1973). He worked on non-tabular seams 
and formulated boundary element method (BEM) for this condition( Crouch 1976). Finally, Sinha 
(working under Crouch) developed the three-dimensional numerical code for both normal and 
shear stresses to the displacement discontinuity planes and released the MULSIM code(Sinha 
1979).  The Bureau of mines used it on a main frame and then developed MULSIM/BM for use 
on personal computers. Finally, the latest version of the MULSIM program used the modified 
MULSIM/BM to calculated the energy values by using modified MULSIM/BM. MULSIM/NL is 
one of them with three main differences from previous versions(Zipf 1992): 
1) Number of material models 2) Multiple mining steps 3) Energy calculations  
It should note that the early MULSIM used only a linear elastic to model of materials; however, 
MULSIM/NL accepted the following 6 material models: 
 Linear elastic for coal 
 Strain softening  
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 Elastic plastic 
 Bilinear hardening 
 Strain hardening 
 Linear elastic gob 
2.4.1 Grid mesh generation 
MULSIM uses both coarse and fine grid meshes to model mines and solve for the stresses and 
displacements on the seams. The coarse element width, or “block” width is fixed at five times the 
fine grid size. To build a model, the total area is covered by coarse mesh, then the area of interest 
is included in the fine mesh (Figure 2.6). In the MULSIM/NL program, the material outside of the 
coarse mesh is assumed rigid (displacement) and stress-displacement calculation close to a 
boundary are inaccurate due to this infinite boundary stiffness. In the MULSIM program to reduce 
the edge effects, ten rows of coarse mesh or block defined between the fine mesh and boundary 
were used (Figure 2.6)(Zipf 1992). 
 
Figure 2. 6 Coarse and fine mesh grid in a basic mine plane (From Zipf, 1992) 
2.4.2 Convergence scheme  
MULSIM program uses the iteration approach to converge to the problem solution. Following 
section explains the iteration procedure for both strain softening, elastic plastic, strain hardening 
and bilinear hardening models. It should be noticed that in the MUSIM program six material 
models can be used for creating 26 different in-seam materials in modeling a particular mine(Zipf 
1992).In the strain softening and elastic plastic, increasing stress the strain increases up to break 
point , however strain hardening models provide different behavior which by increasing stresses, 
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strain increase exponentially.  In the first two models (strain softening, elastic plastic) program 
uses current displacement to find the second point on the stress_ strain curve which leads to find 
the stiffness for the next iteration. However, the next two models (strain hardening and bilinear 
hardening) use the total stress to find the stiffness.  
The schematic of the displacement-stress iteration for two models of material can be seen in 
Figure 2.7. The MULSIM uses iteration procedure in two steps for the solving the stress-
displacement equations. Initially, the algorithm of the program calculate the total stress in each 
elements, and in the second step by using new total stress and old displacement the material 
stiffness is calculated. The material stiffness used for finding the new displacement in the solution 
and the cycle will continue until achieve the accepted values for stress and displacement. For 
example, Figure 2.7 provides the schematic for the iteration procedure for the strain- softening and 
strain hardening material models. These models use the total stress program in first step, however 
in the elastic-plastic and straining-softening material models, the current value for the 
displacement is used for the intercept on the stress-strain curve and estimates the new material 
stiffness. In the strain-hardening or bilinear hardening, program uses the current total stress to find 
the point on the stress-strain curve.  
 
 Figure 2. 7 Two-stage iteration process for non-linear material in MULSIM/NL: (a) 
strain-softening and elastic-plastic materials models (b) strain-hardening and bilinear hardening 




The MULSIM program solves the models fast and provides accurate results; however, it has 
a few limitations. The assumption of a homogeneous, isotropic elastic overburden creates a 
overburden with high thickness that results in  big stiffness for the models. This assumption 
associates with the some practical problems. For example, in a large open or gob area, computed 
convergence is much less than what observed in a field. Furthermore, in the program, stress 
abutments at the edge of large opening are more extensive in comparison to field measurements. 
Finally, for multiple-seam stress-displacement, interactions between seams are less than observed 
values in the field(Heasley 1998).  
2.5 LaModel program 
In 1963, Salamon developed laminated overburden model to simulate stratified rock 
mass(Salamon 1963). Then, the model was implemented into computer code by Heasley (1998) 
and named the LaModel program. In the LaModel program, the overburden consists of 
homogenous, isotropic layers without any shear stresses or no cohesions on the interfaces. This 
assumption provided flexibility for the overburden and, consequently more realistic results in 
comparison to the one homogenous layer used in MULSIM program (Figure 2.8). To solve the 
problem based on frictionless laminated overburden, for each layer a specific properties can be 
defined, however in order to make solution easy, the layers are assumed to have the similar value 
for characteristics(homogeneous stratifications) such as same elastic modulus (E), lamination 
thickness (t) and Poisson’s ratio (υ)(Heasley 1998). 
 





2.5.1 LaModel formulation 
 
The derivation of fundamental equation in LaModel is results of thin plate theory which states 
deflection of plate is a fourth order derivation of transverse pressure in the plate.  (See Equation 





















s : seam convergence 
t: Lamination thickness 
E: Elastic modulus 
σi: Induced stress 
 : Poisson ratio 
The Equation (2.1) simply states that the second derivation of seam convergence, which is the 
curvature of the roof and floor, is proportional to the induced stress. In addition, the curvature in 
the roof is inversely proportional of the elastic modulus and lambda factor. There are several 
assumptions associated with this equation such as: all layers have same elastic modulus, the 
overburden included layers with same thickness and same Poisson’s ratio. The convergence (s) in 
each layer can be found by a difference between displacement on the roof and displacement on the 
floor. The term of   in the Equation 2.1 can be defined based on several overburden properties as 
it is stated in Equation 2.2(Heasley 1998): 










2.5.2 Numerical solution of fundamental equation 
 Equation (2.1) describes the relation between convergence and induced stress in the laminated 
overburden model. This is second order, partial-differential equation, usually called a “Laplace 
Equation”, and many numerical methods have been developed to solve this type of equation. The 
simplest situation for solving this equation, occurs when the right side of the equation is constant. 
Generally, the induced stress is a constant when there is an opening in the model.  For an elastic 
seam material, the induced stress is a linear function of seam convergence and for a general non-
linear material such as strain-softening, or strain-softening the induced stress is a non-linear 
function of seam convergence(Heasley 1998).The induced stress is one of the factors on the right 
side of the Equation (2.1) and can be composed of several parameters(see Equation 2.3):  
 mscqi    (2.3) 
Where: 
q : Overburden stress 
c     : material stress 
s     :Surface effect stress 
m :Multiple-seam stress 
 
It should be noted that the overburden stress is a constant for each element during the solution, 
however, the material stress typically changes during every iteration. Both multiple-seam stresses 
and surface effect stresses in the Equation (2.3) are very complex products of the summation of 
stresses and displacement on a seam, and are the most time-consuming part of the calculation 
(Heasley 1998). The third term, surface effect stress ( s ), in the Equation (2.3) is essentially a 
special case of multiple-seam stress ( m ). 
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2.5.3 Multiple Seam Stress solution 
If the models included two or more seams (or surface-effect stresses), these seams have 
interactions on each other. Specifically, every seam produces a remote stress and remote 
displacement on every other seam (Figure 2.9). In other words, convergence of the primary seam 
creates displacement and stress on the remote seams. The LaModel program uses an “influence 
function” to calculate the displacement and stresses distributed due to the displacement on the local 
seam. 
 
Figure 2. 9 Schematic remote displacement and remote stress in multiple-seam mine (Heasley, 
1998) 
The function takes several parameters as input such as horizontal distance between two 
elements, vertical distance, lamination thickness and convergence in specific element. The 
influence function uses the primary element convergence and the horizontal and vertical distance 
between the elements to determine the specific element-to-element influence value. The total effect 
from a specific element on the local seam on the adjacent seam can be found by integrating total 
effects of all elements. Therefore, the total influence or interaction between one seam and another 
seams can be found by adding the finite influences from all elements on the local seam on all 
elements on the remote seam(Heasley 1998).  Generally, the displacement influence function 
determined depends on the horizontal distance between two elements, vertical distance and 

















  (2.4) 
However, by considering the specific primary seam element convergence, Equation (2.4) changed 















 *A (2.5) 
Where: 
ls :  local seam convergence  
A: Area of the element 
x: horizontal distance between two elements in x direction 
y: horizontal distance between two elements in y direction 
z: vertical distance between two seams  
 : Specific coefficient that depend on lamination thickness and poison ratio  
The stress kernel function can be resulted by first derivation from the Equation 2.5 as it can 
be seen in Equation 2.6. Equation 2.6 is the basic equation to find the stress in elements with 







 . (2.6) 
E: elastic modulus 

























  (2.7) 
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By considering the convergence and area of each element, Equation (2.7) can be written in the 

























  (2.8) 
Where: 
A: the element area 
2.5.4 Surface effect 
The last term in Equation (2.3) is the surface effect stress or mirror image stress. The LaModel 
program is able to analyze the effects of a traction-free plane at the ground surface by modeling a 
fictitious mirror-image of the original seam(Heasley 1998). The mirror image stress is essentially 
a specific type of multiple-seam stress, however, using the mirror image approach causes a 
significant increase in calculation time in comparison to a single-seam calculation. In the LaModel 
program, multiple-seam stresses are calculated within a particular radius, and outside of this radius 
this multiple-seam stresses are considered to be insignificant. The distance between the seams is 
one of the main parameters that determines the magnitude of the influence radius.  Essentially, 
more distance between the seams, results in the bigger the radius of influence and the larger the 
amount of time required to calculate the stress influence. In a mirror-image stress solution, the 
distance between the actual seam and the mirror image seam depend on interburden and 
overburden is typically larger than the distance between multiple seams, therefore, the mirror 
image stress calculation can be more costly in terms of time than a typical multiple-seam 




Figure 2. 10 Mirror image schematic and stress propagation (Heasley.K, 1998) 
2.5.5 Numerical Solution  
In order to solve the fundamental Equation (2.1), a second-order central difference 
approximation is employed to numerically determine the derivatives of the convergence values 
using the elements one element forward and one element backwards of at each point on the solution 
grid as follows (Heasley 2010): 
 









  (2.9) 
 









  (2.10) 
Substituting Equation (2.9) and Equation (2.10) into the fundamental equation results in Equation 
(2.11): 
















       (2.11) 
       An iterative method can be generated to solve Equation (2.11) over a finite difference grid. 
Over the domain, for simplicity, it is assumed that x  and y is equal (square elements). The 
subscript "j, k" represents the horizontal and vertical grid location and the superscript "r" represents 
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the iteration number. Three popular iterative methods could be used to solve this problem: Jacobi, 
Gauss-Seidel or Successive Over Relaxation. However, the Successive Over Relaxation (SOR) 
method is typically faster than the other methods, and it was selected for the solution method.  The 

















































O: Over Relaxation Factor 
x : Grid dimension 
r: iteration number 
j: horizontal grid location 
k: vertical grid location 
To solve this equation, initially, the seam convergence values are assumed to be zero.  Then, 
in an iterative loop, the element stresses at the present convergence are calculated, and Equation 
2.14 is solved for every element of the seam to determine updated convergence values.  The 
updated convergence values are used to recalculate the stress, and the iteration loop continues until 
the change in convergence values between iterations is below a specified value.  With, this iterative 
technique nonlinear induced stress elements can simply be incorporated into the regular iteration 
cycle using a nonlinear relationship between convergence and stress. In  multiple-seams, updating 
the element multiple-seam stresses (Equation 2.3) using Equation 2.8 between every element of 
every seam can be a long process.   
2.5.6 Influence function computation procedure   
The LaModel program starts modeling for the multiple layers sources by solving the elastic 
convergence distribution in a seam by seam order. Therefore, for the specific local seam in the 
main solution procedure, the convergence caused by external stresses on all exterior seams is 
determined. In order to find the stress due to the convergence, LaModel program uses the specific 
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point influence function, and apply the finite difference equation to find the seam convergence 
distribution.  Napier has proposed a different approach to solve multiple excavations layers in the 
program. In this method the entire domain of the problem is solved as a single matrix system and 
in the matrix induced stress generated by the integrated stress kernel equals to zero when the 
sending and receiving induced stress element are in the same horizon. Therefore, stress in each 
element on remote seam is the combination of stress due to the induced stress from the other remote 
seams and current seam. This solution uses the basic influence functions of the LaModel program 
for the displacement and stress(Napier 2010).  
2.6 Optimized radius of influence  
The process of interaction between every element of every seam makes the remote stress 
function incredibly time consuming. Therefore, most of the methods for improving efficiency are 
based on implementing algorithms that optimize the calculation of the remote stresses. It has been 
known that reducing the area of the calculation has a potential of decreasing the calculation time 
(Figure 2.11). As previously discussed, the stress influence function is the mathematical 
formulation describing the distribution of stress caused by displacement of a specific element on 
the other seam. Therefore, defining appropriate influence radius or distance factor for each element 
on a local seam can effectively improve the efficiency of the program. The radius of influence 
depends on several parameters such as lamination thickness and distance between the seams or 




Figure 2. 11 Scheme of influence function area 
Using the influence function in the subsidence is based on assumptions which are applicable 
in the multiple-seam stress influence function. These assumptions are: 1- the limit angle principle,  
2- the symmetry influence, 3- the principle of superposition, 4- the principle of reciprocity, 5- the 
principle of constancy of volume, and 6- the principle of transitivity (Kratzsch 1983). From the 
seven assumptions stated, few of them are used in the influence function calculation in the current 
study; for example, the limit angle principle states that the width of extraction area has been limited 
by straight lines and these lines inclined with constant angle. In addition, all extraction elements 
in the same seams have the same radiating influence (principle of equivalence). Based on the 
principle of rotational symmetry, the influence of extracting one element affects the horizontal 
area with the constant angle in all directions. Finally, the influence value at the specific point is 














                                        
 
 
Figure 2. 12 Schematic views for the influence function principals (a) The limit angle principle 
(b) The principle of equivalence (c) The principle of rotational symmetry (d) The superposition 
principle (Kratzsch 1983) 
c d 
 b a 
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2.7 Macro Elements 
Solving multiple seam mines are considered as a large scale system of equations. It is not 
efficient approach to start solving a problem by determining the effect of all elements on one seam 
on the elements of the other seam. Therefore, it necessary to use method that reduces the 
calculation effort in every iteration to get the final results. For instance , if the multiple seams mine 
included seams that discretized by 64 x 64, the number of required influence computations between 
elements is  4096 and then the total number of calculation can reach to 16 million.. There are 
several methods available to make this large number of system of equations more efficient. For 
example, the multi-level grid method and the hierarchical tree method and hierarchical method; 
however, using these methods has their own limitations and benefits. One of the problems with 
these methods have the specific distance for the solution convergence. In other words, the distance 
between the grids must be more than a minimum value and cannot be more than a maximum value 
which is defined as inner and outer boundary(Napier and Malan 2010). 
One of the method that is applicable and simple is using blocking method in horizons. This 
method can be used in the cases that the macro elements or blocks have the same shape as small 
elements. For example, the MINSIM program used the simple approach which the elements in the 
grid lumped into 2 x 2, 4 x 4 and 8 x 8 blocks. It has potential to reduce the number of calculations 
in each iteration and consequently the solution time is significantly decreased (Stephansen.S, 
Napier.J , 1987). The LaModel program employs the similar method by blocking the elements into 
10 x 10, 5 x 5 and 2 x 2 to reach the finest level of computation, 1 by 1. The MULSIM program 
uses different approach to analyze stress and displacement in the mine area. In this program, 
initially the mine plan was selected and the mine area was discretized with coarse mesh on whole 
mine plan, and the property of material has been assigned to the coarse mesh. Finally, by dividing 
the coarse elements or block to small element the selected area can be analyzed, however seam 
materials outside of the coarse mesh area are defined as rigid material and the coarse elements is 
as a buffer between the area with low accuracy and area with high accuracy. In order to evaluate 
the effects of lumping method, one model included two seams analyzed by using lumping and 
without lumping (Napier 2010). Two seams discretized by element or block with two different 
strategies. In the first approach, two seams gridded by 30x30 elements with side length 1 m. In the 
second model, first seam gridded by 30 x 30 elements and the second seam covered by 5 x 5 blocks. 
Solving two models clear that both models present close results (Figure 2-13); however, in the 
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second model (with big block) elapsed time reduce fifteen percentage(Napier 2010). Therefore, 
the grid reduction or macro element method is considered as an efficient and applicable approach 






Figure 2. 13 Closure profile values in excavation 1 by using fine girds in excavation 1, and 
coarse grid across excavation 2 (b) Closure profile values in excavation 2 by using fine girds in 
excavation 1, and coarse grid across excavation 2 (After Napier,2010) 
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In this study several algorithms have been developed which will be discussed in the chapter 
four to six. All these new implemented algorithms required to be debugged and validated by 
several case histories model.. The new algorithms were validated by comparing the results from 
the model using the old solution algorithm and the new formulations.  Output results, such as seam 
convergence, multiple-seam stresses, and pillar safety factors were compared to confirm the 
accuracy of the new algorithms. These case study models were selected from different locations, 
geological conditions, and mining methods in order to validate a range of application of the new 
algorithms. Some critical parameters should be listed as seam depths, interburden distance, and 
mining method. In this chapter, more details of the five case histories are provided.  
3.1 Mine U (Upper Big Branch) 
The Upper Big Branch Mine extracted the Eagle Seam in Raleigh County, West Virginia. The 
mine was primarily a longwall operation and had extracted 19 panels from the mid-1990s until 
2010(see Figure 3.1), when it was closed after a major explosion. The overburden changes over 
the mine from 200 feet deep in the valleys to over 1300 feet at the ridge tops (see Figure 3.2). In 
addition, mining exists in the overlying Powellton seam that had fully extracted by using room-




Figure 3. 1 Upper big branch mine plan (Heasley 2010) 
 




The Upper Big Branch included two seams with thickness equals to 5.5 feet for the top seam 
and 6.5 feet for the bottom seam. The Upper Big Branch model was covered by the 2,000 x 1,700 
grid using a 10 feet element.  The overburden was modeled with 100 ft thick laminations and a 
3*106 psi elastic modulus. The interburden between the seams was set at 180 ft and the overburden 
was modeled as shown in Figure 3.2.  
3.2 Mine L and N 
The next two models, Models  L and N, are from the Bowie Resources Mines #2 and #3 that 
are located  east of Paonia,  Colorado in the North Fork valley (Heasley and Petrovich 2007.). 
Model L included two seams with a thickness of 9.5 feet, and the main extraction method in both 
seams was longwall mining, where the seam #1 included six longwall panels. The overburden 
depth for the seams are vary, although in average  in studied area can assumed 1,000 and 1,300, 
and the inter-burden between seams one and two was set at 300 feet. The panels wide are 822 feet 
rib-to-rib and both coal seams are modeled using a 1,000 x 600 grid with an element size of 10 
feet. The lamination thickness used in model L was 50 feet and elastic modulus was around 
3,000,000 psi.  
The other model in the same area is model N with the same two seams with a thickness of 9.5 
feet and the coal was extracted by longwall method. The overburden average depth for seam one 
and two is 800 and 500; therefore, the inter-burden thickness between seam one and two is 300 
feet. Both seams covered by a grid size equal to 1,000 x 800 with an average 800 feet gob width 
in seam#1. The lamination thickness in this model was set at 50 feet with a lamination modulus of 
3*106psi with element size 10 feet. 
3.3 Mine T 
Model T included three seams with thicknesses of 5.0, 4.0 and 4.5 feet, where all mined by 
the room-and-pillar method with various degrees of retreat mining. The overburden depth for the 
seams are 1,000, 625 and 425, and the inter-burden between the deepest seam or seam#1(1000 ft) 
and the next one up (#2) was set at 375 feet, and the interburden between seam #2 and #3 was set 
at 200 feet, and between shallowest seam  deepest seam  #3 is 575 feet. Each seam was covered 
by the grid size of 920 x 920 with 5 feet elements. The lamination thickness for the overburden in 







Figure 3. 3 Overburden total vertical stress in (a) model L (b) and Model N 
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3.4 Mine R 
Model R came from a mine in Central Appalachia which included multiple-seam mining from 
two coal seams. The overburden in the modeled area changes from less than 400 feet to over 1,200 
feet with the overburden thickness (Figure 3.4). The active seam has located around 400 feet above 
the previous mined seam. In Mains #1 the barrier pillar was 80 feet wide (rib-to-rib) to the north 
direction, and the barrier pillar to the South was 140 feet wide (rib-to-rib) (Heasley, 2009).The 
average gob width in the seam #1 (bottom seam) is around 680 feet. The model area was covered 
by a 500 x 300 grid element with a 10 ft element.. In addition, the symmetric boundary condition 
has been imposed to the four sides of the model. Two seams have an average thickness of 6.5 feet 
5 feet and an elastic module of 3*105 psi. The selected lamination thickness in this model was 50 
feet with elastic modulus of 3,000,000 psi, and 900 psi coal strength in both seams (Heasley, 2009). 
 
 




Figure 3. 5 Overburden stress on Seam #1 of Model R (Heasley 2009) 
 
Figure 3. 6 Total vertical stress plot for seam #1 in mine R 
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3.5 Mine E 
The mine has included two seams with a thickness of 6.5 feet,5 feet, an elastic modulus of 
3*105 psi and average 500 feet gob width. The overburden depth for seam#1 and #2 is in average 
1,000, and 600 with an average inter-burden of 400 feet in the mining area. Both seams have been 
discretized with a grid of 600 x 250 elements with a 10 feet length (Figure 3.7). 
 
 
Figure 3. 7 Total vertical stress map for the seam one in mine E 
 
3.6 Huff Creek Mine (Mine H)  
The Huff Creek Mine is located in Eastern Kentucky operates in a multiple-seam condition. 
The main extraction method in both seams was room and pillar with associated retreat mining. The 
overburden in the model ranges change from 500 to over 1,500 feet with the average of around 
1,000 feet, and the gob width 450 feet. The topography included several valleys that results in 
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changing the topography stress. The upper seam is the Darby seam with a thickness around 6 feet 
and the lower Kellioka seam with a average thickness of 4.5 feet ( Heasley and Chekan 1998). 
Seam #1 and #2 included 7 entries and the two seams are close with an interburden around 45 feet. 
The 45 feet inter-burden makes this model an ideal example representing very close seams. The 
small inter-burden magnifies the effects of stress due to extraction of one seam on the other seam. 
The model uses a 250 x 250 grid with 10 feet element size.  
 
 
Figure 3. 8 Mine map for the two seams in Huff Creek Model (H) (After Heasley and Chekan. 
1998) 
All of these case history models have a highly variable topography; therefore, it was necessary 
to involve the effect of topography stress by including the topography files for each model. For 
instance, in Mine H, the overburden ranged from 500 feet to 1,000 feet. Thus, it is so important to 
include the induced stress due to the topography.  
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The brief for the most important features for all of these case histories has been presented in the 
Table 3.1. The mentioned parameters in the table have been known as the most important factors 
that effect on the running time of program during multiple seams solution. 
Table 3. 1 Summarized of important features for the cases histories 






Seam 3  
Depth(ft) 
Grid Size 
Mine E 2 1000 600 - 600*250 
Mine L 2 1000 1300 - 1000*600 
Mine N 2 500 800 - 1000*800 
Mine R 2 900 500 - 500*300 














It is known in multiple seams mine the displacement on each point of coal horizon can be 
source of addition stress for other seams. In other word to find stress-displacement on each point 
of a particular seam, initially, the stress due to the topography stress are determined on elements 
of each seams. In the next step the local seam convergence is used to calculate the multiple-seam 
stress on the remote seams. The program loop through all individual seam until achieving a specific 
displacement convergence level(Heasley 1998). This process is included several interactions 
between seam and leads to find the effect of multiple-seam stress in each seam and takes long time 
to meet the final results, specifically in big models. Essentially, every element in the remote seam 
contributes a small multiple-seam impact on every element in the local seam. Calculating the 
multiple-seam stress can take from a few hours to several days depending on the grid size and 
number of seams.  
The original solution algorithm, initially determined all of the seam convergence values and 
then calculated the multiple-seam stresses on each seam.  The new kernel solution, which has been 
implemented into the program in this research, immediately uses the updated seam displacements 
to update the multiple-seam stresses in every other seam. This new algorithm associate with 
complexity, but presents a good promise of increasing the program speed.   
 
4.2 Main Solution in the LaModel Program 
 
The LaModel program has a primary solution subroutine which solves the stress and 
displacements in every remote and local seam. Currently, the main solution starts by looping over 
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the seams and finding the displacement or convergence of the elements due to the overburden 
stresses. Then, using the initial displacements on the seams, the program loops over every set of 
local and remote seams to calculate the multiple-seam stresses.  With these new multiple-seam 
stresses, the program recalculate the convergence values in the seams.  Then the multiple-seam 
stresses are recalculated with the updated seam convergence values. The loop over calculating 
intra-seam convergence values and calculating multiple-seam stresses continues until the accuracy 
of the calculated convergence values reaches a predefined value. 
The new loop will start by switching the first remote seam to the local seam. In other words, 
the local seam in the last loop changes to the remote seam and this cycle will continue. It is obvious 
that the process makes the multiple seams mine calculation significantly time consuming in 
comparison to the single seam mine. It should be noted that the induced remote stresses on every 
element in the remote seam is a summation of propagated stresses from all elements on the local 
seams. 
By getting to the last seam as a local seam the displacement algorithm starts to calculate the 
convergence in every seam. The seam displacement calculation in the LaModel program is 
performed by the special subroutine. In the displacement subroutine, the program uses the total 
stress that included overburden stresses, material stress, multiple stresses and surface effect to 
determine convergence in every element of every seam. In the displacement algorithm, Successive 
Over Relaxation iteration method has been used to determine the convergence in every element 
based on iteration of four surrounded elements. The iteration process will be repeated until a 
calculation error reaches a value less than the displacement criteria defined by the user. Using a 
small value for a convergence criteria makes the program more accurate; however, generally, the 
convergence criteria is defined as 0.000001 or 0.00001. A detailed chart of the multiple seam 









Figure 4. 1 Detailed flowchart of the present multiple seam algorithm in the LaModel program 
4.3 Mathematical development 
The fundamental equation for a laminated overburden with homogeneous stratifications in 
chapter 2, can be written in classic subscript notation. The following equation is based on square 














Si,j: Convergence value in element (i,j) 
σ i: An induced stress 
Δx : A distance between elements in x direction 
:Δy  A distance between elements in y direction 
E: Overburden elastic modulus 
λ : A coefficient for the overburden layers 
     
As previously stated, the induced stress in LaModel is composed of four different stresses: 





It should be noticed that σm in the Equation 4.2 refers to multiple-seams stress and surface 
effect or mirror image stress. In the LaModel program these two types of stress can be calculated 
by a specific influence function which takes considerable time. Since these induced stresses are a 
central component of the fundamental equation, improving the efficiency of the influence function 
calculation, can greatly improve the speed of the program.  
4.3.1 Matrix implementation 
The induced stress on the right side of Equation 4.1 can be presented in a matrix form which 
includes separate matrix components for the overburden stress, in-seam material stress and the 
multiple-seam stresses: 
 
          DFDKQI   (4.3) 
 
Where: 










 Q : Overburden stress matrix 
 K : Material stiffness matrix  
 F : Remote stress Matrix 
 D : Displacement vector 
N: The total number of elements in all seams 
The overburden matrix [Q] can be defined as an N length vector which includes the overburden 




























The material stiffness matrix [K] is defined as an N x N diagonal matrix which contains the 





























 The third term (σc), the k values in this matrix can be varied every iteration to easily simulate a 
non-linear material response. The displacement vector [D] is defined as an N length vector which 































It should be noted that the product of material stiffness and displacement delivers the material 
stress in every iteration.  
The LaModel program employs a laminated overburden influence function to calculate the remote 
























  (4.4) 
 
Where: 
F: The stress on an element due to a unit displacement on a unit area element located Δx, Δy, 
z distance away 
E: The elastic modulus of the overburden 
Δx: The distance between the two elements in the x direction 
Δy: The distance between the two elements in the y direction 
z: The vertical distance between the two elements 
λ: Lambda factor  
Assuming N is the total number of elements in every seam, the influence function matrix [F] can 
be presented as N by N matrix in which the fi,j  element is the multiple-seam stress influence 





w:  Width of remote element 
 
For large values of Δx or Δy (far elements) the influence is small enough to be considered 
negligible (f = 0). Therefore, it is helpful to assume that, each element can only affect the other 
elements within a specific radius, and outside of this radius, fi,j can be assumed to be essentially 
zero. Equation 4.4 is defined as zero for pairs of elements that are on the same seam. Therefore, 

































then many elements in F are zero were the horizontal distance between elements is too large.  
However, the F matrix still remains fairly well populated, and therefore, the matrix product of [F] 
and [D] is large size matrix.  The product of the Influence matrix and the displacements vector [F] 
[D] returns the multiple-seam stress at each element in an N-length vector. 
The left side of Equation 4.1 can also be represented as a product of the displacement vector 
[D] with an N by N matrix designated as [R], the “roof bending matrix”. R is a sparse matrix with 
5 diagonal bands. The main diagonal generally has a value of -4 with a value of 1 on the other 
diagonals. However, for elements on the corners and edges of the grid, the boundary conditions 
determine the value of the diagonal. For rigid boundary conditions, the corner and edge elements 
maintain a value of -4, but for symmetric boundary conditions, the corner element diagonals have 
a value of -2 and the edge element diagonals have a value of -3. These coefficients provide the 
basic equation for frictionless lamination which has been used in the LaModel program   To each 
side of the main diagonal, the values represent the impact of the elements below and above the 
main element and the matrix values equal 1 when the focus element is not on the top or bottom 
edge of the mine grid, or 0 when it is. Then, two more diagonals are located at the m (m = the 
number of rows in the mine grid) elements to the left and right of the main diagonal. These values 
represent the impact from the elements to the left and right of the main element and the matrix 
values equal 1 when the focus element is not on the left or right edge of the mine grid, or 0 when 






Now, using the appropriate matrices, Equation 4.1 can be stated as: 





  (4.6) 
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By re-arranging the Equation 4.6: 
      



















For simplicity, the right side of Equation 4.7 can be combined into one N by N matrix [M] as 
follows: 
 










A direct method or an iterative method are two possible approaches to solve the M matrix. 
However, typically M is a full matrix with large size; therefore, it cannot be typically solved by 
the direct method. As an extreme example, in order to solve a model that includes four seams and 
a grid size of 2000 by 2000, M is a 16 million by 16 million matrix, which is generally too big for 
many computers and cannot be easily simplified. However, the components of M have specific 
properties that can be used to simplify the solution of Equation 4.8 in the appropriate pieces. As 
previously mentioned, Q is formed as an N-vector and constant for all elements on each seam. 
Matrix K is only a diagonal matrix, and can be stored and implemented as an N-vector. F matrix 
(N by N) is full matrix; however, for large values of Δx and/or Δy (a very distant element) the 
influence is small enough to be considered negligible (f = 0). Also, many of the components of F 
are duplicates because the stress influence is symmetric, i.e. the stress influence from an element 
that is one element up and one element left is the same as the influence for an element that is: one 
element up and one element right, one element down and one element right, and one element down 
and one element left. Further, the stress influence factor between the element (i, j) on seam one 
and (m, n) on seam two is the same as the stress influence factor for the other elements (m, n and 
i, j). This limited distance of influence and multiple levels of symmetry can be used to greatly 
reduce the number of components of F that need to be calculated.  
Going back to Equation 4.1 and expanding the induced stress component results in the following 
matrix formulation: 











Simplifying Q and K into their components then Equation 4.9 can be simplified in terms of the 
matrices’ elements: 
 







   (4.10) 
.  
The Equations 4.2 and 4.10 can be solved effectively by iterative methods to find a unknown 
values ( Dahlquist and Bjork 1974). Same as the current version, new algorithm of solution uses the 
Successive Over-Relaxation (SOR). In this approach, an iterative scheme is developed by solving 






























S   (4.11) 
Where: 
r:   iteration number 
If one works through the S matrix by starting at the lower values of x and y, then, when it comes 
time to estimate the value of Si,j, the new values for the previous S values(i-1 and j-1) are available 
and can be used in the calculation. This is the Gauss-Seidel approach and this small change increases 
the speed of convergence: 





























S              (4.12)   
By taking the new estimate and subtracting from the old estimate )(S ji,1-r , then the suggested 
change )S( ji,r can be found for that iteration: 
    (4.13) 
 
In order to increase the speed of solution, we can take this suggested change in convergence and 
increase it by an over-relaxation factor (O) (nominally between 1 and 2) and then add it to the old 
value of the convergence to get the new estimate of the element convergence: 









































Substituting in Equation 4.13 for ji,












































SS O (4.15) 
 
In Equation 4.15 ijq component presents the overburden stress in element (i,j) in which it is constant 
along the solution. Moreover, the ji,
1-r
ijSk  component is material stress in each element and it is 
constant in each step of calculation. The Equation 4.10 is straight-forward except for the multiple-
seams stress represented by the ji,f component of the equation. In the current version of LaModel 
every element on the remote seams is affected by a displacement on the every element on the local 
seam and propagated stresses can be calculated on the remote seams’ elements. Then using 
iterative method the displacements on the every element can be found and this cycle has been 
continued. However, the strategy is different in the new approach where the multiple seam stress 
calculated in each element of local seam and then based on the calculated stress, the new 
displacement in all elements on the remote seams can be calculated and at the end a new 
displacement has been used to find the remote stress. The notation of fp,i,j,k,m,n   has been used to 
represent the stress influence factor between element (i, j) on the present seam p and element m,n 
on seam k. So, the multiple-seam stress on element ( i , j) on the present seam p stress component 







NOS: Seam number 
 
 
Examining Equations 4.15 and 4.16, it can be determined that while the convergence values 














Therefore, all of the multiple-seam stresses in the present seam can be calculated from all of the 
other seams in one large nested summation outside of the SOR iteration.  
After rearranging and substituting the influence function into the Equation 4.16, the final iterative 

















































The equation 4.17 uses the convergence in each element at the current iteration for further 
remote stress computations. Using this new value to calculate the multiple seam stresses makes 
the program more efficient and helps to save time. The detailed flowchart for the new algorithm 








In this new algorithm, as soon as the latest convergence values are determined for a given 
seam, the multiple-seam stress influence from that seam on to the remote seams are updated.  In 
this manner, the most recent (accurate) seam displacement values are used to calculate the 
multiple-seams stress values for each seam during the SOR iteration.  This new algorithm is more 
complex to code and uses considerably more memory to store the individual seam pairs of remote 
stress, but using the more accurate displacement values during the iteration should allow the 
solution to converge faster.  
 
4.4 Verifying the kernel algorithm 
In order to verify the accuracy of the new algorithm and determine the effective speed 
improvement, six case histories have been analyzed by both the current version of LaModel and 
the new integral kernel algorithm.  In Table 4.1 the detailed results for both methods have been 
shown. 





New Algorithm             
(seconds) 
Improvement (%) 
Mine E 9,062 6,909 24 
Mine L 19,080 12,512 34 
Mine N 23,508 17,178 27 
Mine R 14159 7253 49 
Mine T 348,512 226,679 35 
Mine U 35,418 22,103 37 




As seen in Table 4.1 in all cases, the new multiple-seam algorithm shows good improvement, 
ranging between 24 and 49% with an average of 34%. However, the amount of improvement in 
each model is different depending on the other factors such as overburden, material stresses, 
method for extraction of reserves, gob width, etc. In order to evaluate the accuracy of the results 
from the new algorithm, the seam convergence, seam stresses and multiple-seam stresses for each 
model U were compared.  In general, the output numbers matched to within 4 to 5 significant 
digits.  As an example, the seam convergence and multiple-seam stresses from every seam of Mine 















Figure 4. 4 Comparison between (a) old algorithm versus (b) new algorithm  in seam two 
In the LaModel program, if the surface effects are desired, after calculating the induced stress 
due to the mining in the other levels, the program determines the mirror image stress for every 
seam including both local and remote seams. Currently, the program loops over the local seam and 
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calculates the remote stress over the remote seams. After looping over all of the remote seams, the 
mirror-image calculation starts by looping over all seams and solves the mirror image from real 
seams on the fictitious seam. By ending mirror image calculation, the multiple seams stress due to 
the displacement on the second will start and this process will continue until getting to the last 
seam. Once the remote stress solution phase has been finished, the seam convergence subroutine 
will be started. It should noticed that the mirror image algorithm is similar to the multiple seam 
stress algorithm, however propagated stresses are not only due to remote seams, but are also due 
to the local seam. The new solution for the mirror-image calculation is similar to the current 
algorithm. In the new approach, after calculating the multiple-seam stress propagated from remote 
seams onto the local seam, the program starts to loop over all layers to find the multiple-seam 
stress on the imaginary seams. By finishing the loop over all seams that creates the induced 
stresses, the displacement on every element of the local seam will be determined and these new 
displacements used for the new loop over the next local seam. The detailed flowchart for the new 
remote stress approach has been presented in Figure 4.5. 
 




In order to compare results with current algorithms, and time savings of the new algorithm on 
the case histories with surface effects, the Mine A and  B (with small grid sizes) has been solved 
with surface effects by both algorithms, then the solutions time and improvement rate has been 
presented in Table 4.2. 
Table 4. 2 Required time to analyze two case histories after considering the surface effects 
Mine 
 
Current algorithm(s) New Algorithm(s) Improvement (%) 
Mine A 635 435 32% 
Mine B 2,215 1,344 40% 
 
As expected, the reduction in running time can be seen in the mirror image method and in 
some case histories the improvement is a bit more than the multiple seam stresses. In order to 
evaluate the effects of the new algorithm on the final results, the multiple seam stresses, mirror 
image stresses and the seam convergence have been plotted for Mine B and presented in Figures 









Figure 4. 6 Comparison between old algorithm a and b versus new algorithm c and  d, surface 













Based on the results, it is logical to express that the new approach has a positive effect on the 
mirror image stresses models and helps to improve the efficiency of the LaModel program in 






















The stress influence function is the mathematical equation that shows the distribution of stress 
caused by displacement of a specific element on the other seam. In a model with a wide seam area,   
large number of calculations to solve multiple-seam stresses makes the influence-function time-
consuming computation. Therefore, the mathematical approaches that optimize the multiple-seam 
calculations are one of the most valuable methods to increase the LaModel program efficiency. 
Reducing the computed area that is affected by transferred stresses might have good promise 
of decreasing the elapsed time. The total induced stresses on each element in a seam can be 
determined by integration of the induced stresses from all of the elements on the other seams. This 
induced stresses is found by using the laminated overburden stress influence function that is 
comparable to the influence function used in subsidence. 
The displacement of every element in a given seam affects the elements of the remote seam, 
and based on the location of elements usually, the close distance between elements caused high 
transfer stress. The influence values asymptotically reduce as the horizontal distance between the 
elements increases. Outside of particular radius the induced multiple-seam stresses can be 
considered negligible. Therefore, determining the optimized affected area in the remote seam 
would be helpful to eliminate unnecessary calculations and enhance the program’s efficiency 





Figure 5. 2 Schematic sketch for angle draw and influence radius of each element 
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5.2 Radius of influence 
The radius of influence determines the boundary limits of stress calculation, and it has an 
effect on displacements and stress due to the seam’s interactions in multiple-seam condition.  The 
influenced area can be found by derivation from the vertical displacement function at each point 
due to the displacement in the field point or specific point. The stress influence function value 
never reaches the zero, rather it asymptotically approaches zero with distance. The LaModel 
program assumes that the seam is located in an infinite medium, then the influence radius for a 
certain percentage of the total displacement can be determined by derivation from displacement 
influence function over the infinite area. By solving the displacement function over infinite area 
in two directions x and y, the final influence radius can be expressed as follows(Zhang, Heasley 













 Rp = Radius of influence (for certain percentage, p, of displacement volume) 
 p = Percentage of displacement volume that is desired  
 t = Lamination thickness 
 υ = Poisson’s Ratio of laminations 
 z = Vertical distance between points 
Equation 5.1 uses overburden parameters lamination thickness, Poisson's ratio and interburden 
distance between horizons as well as desired accuracy to determine radius of influence on 
secondary seam.  
The angle of draw that can be found based on the radius of influence on the ground or seam surface 
and distance factor that can be found based on the radius of influence on the ground or seam surface 



















o  (5.2) 
The distance factor is defined as the tangent of the angle of draw (δ) that tends to approach the 
value in the numerical model and currently has been defined as 4 in the program, however, the 
actual distance factor should be adjusted by lamination thickness and the vertical distance between 














   (5.3) 
 
Based on the Equation 5.1, the radius of influence is proportional to the square root of the 
lamination thickness and inversely a proportion of distance between seams. Optimizing the angle 
draw or radius of influenced area due to seam interactions, can greatly help to make the program 
more efficient in terms of calculation time. Equation 5.1 includes four variables, two of these 
variables are constant in a specific model (t and υ), the vertical distance variable (z) is a constant 
for a given pair of seams and the percentage volume of displacement (p) that can be changed based 
on the required level of accuracy. Thus, p is the critical factor to define the certain limited 
percentage of integration, and is able to reduce the computation time. This parameter is defined 
based on the desirable influenced area, in other words, the value of p represents the area where 
experienced p percentage of displacement due to stress in a specific element. For instance, if p 
equals 99.9%, then Rp is the radius within which 99.9% of total displacement is occurring on the 
remote seam. Increasing the value of p (volume of displacement) leads to an increase of the 
accuracy of the computation, but with diminishing impact as the calculation moves into the outer 
asymptotic fringes of the influence function.  Increasing the value of P also increases the 
computation time with increasing impact as the area of the computation increases with the square 
of the radius. Therefore, it is essential to define an optimum number for p which provides sufficient 
accuracy without excessive computational time.  
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5.3 Optimized P-value 
The optimum p-value can provide the accuracy that is needed for the numerical modeling as 
well as accelerate the solution. In order to investigate an optimize value for p, two specific models 
have been selected.  These two models as explained already in the chapter 3 and used to help 
understand effect various radius of influence function. 
5.3.1 Model E 
Mine E is the first model that has been selected to analyze and evaluate the effect of optimized 
angle draw. The model included two seams with thickness of 6.5 feet and 5 feet, depth of 1000 
and 650 feet respectively. In terms of grid size, the full grid is 600 x 250 with element size 10 feet 
(Figure 5.2). Some of these factors such as lamination thickness, elastic modulus for the 
overburden medium, and Poisson’s ratio directly affect the radius of influence. For instance, 
increasing the lamination thickness and inter-burden results in expanding the affected area over 
the remote seams. 
 
 
Figure 5. 3 Defining the Overburden properties in model E 
It should be noted that to control the accuracy of new distance factor and to eliminate the other 
source of errors, the value for a convergence criteria must be defined as a small value such as 
0.0000001 that has been selected in the current study. This small value is not usually applied for 
the analysis of models to reduce the other sources of error, however, selecting this value leads to 
find accuracy of the new optimized radius and distance factor. In addition, the default value of 900 
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psi and 300,000 psi have been chosen for the coal properties in both mine H and mine E. By 
defining these values, the model grid for mine generates, and the program is ready for the analysis 
based on new radius for the influenced area. 
 
Figure 5. 4 Grid Map for the model E 
The maximum multiple-seams stress and convergences in different accuracy level have been 
compared to the classic radius of influence in the LaModel program and the results have been 
presented in Table 5.1.  















E1 100 99.9 1.44 194.940002 0.31247 3896 
E2 100 99.99 1.66 204.440018 0.31227 4985 
E3 100 99.999 1.85 204.539978 0.31224 5966 
E4 100 99.9999 2.03 204.549988 0.31224 6802 
E5 100 99.99999 2.19 204.549988 0.31224 7780 
E6 100 99.999999 2.34 204.549988 0.31224 8540 
Base form 100  -- 4 204.549988 0.31224 18959 
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 (99.9999), the elapsed time has increased by a factor of 66%. Increasing the volume of 
displacement from four decimal digits (99.9999) to five digit(99.99999) increases the elapsed time 
by 14%, although the accuracy just improved by 0.02%. In comparison to the current distance 
factor used in the LaModel program, the five decimal digits for the p-value results in improving 
the elapsed time by a factor of two. In the current model using four digit values deliver same 
accuracy as classic radius of influence that used by LaModel program. Increasing the number of 
decimal digits more than four not only increase computation time significantly but also does not 
change the final value for the multiple seam stresses.  
 
Figure 5. 5 Effect of p-value on elapsed time in the mine E 
5.3.2 Model H 
A second model was selected to see if the results from the initial model could be duplicated. 
It was mentioned in chapter 3 that the model included two seam discretized by 250x 250 elements 
with 45 feet interburden. The model overburden layer thickness in the new model is less than the 
model E and equals 50 feet. Then, the mine H provides the opportunity to evaluate the effects of 


















































The maximum multiple-seam stress and elapsed time to solve the problem have been 
presented in Table 5.2. It is clear that using the volume of displacement corresponding to the 99.9 
leads to speed up of the solution; although, the accuracy is not acceptable so the p-value has 
changed to meet the model requirement. By increasing level of accuracy or volume of 
displacement, the multiple-seam stress increases gradually until, in four digits of accuracy the 
values reach to the same multiple-seam stress value as the current version of the program. Plotting 
the volume of displacement versus the time determined that the elapsed time increase significantly 
by increasing the p-value from 99.9 to the 99.999999 (Figure 5.5). After implementing the 
optimum influence of radius into the LaModel program and evaluating the models based on the 
different volume of displacement, the p-value 99.9999% has been selected. 










Multiple seams stress  Seam 
Convergence(ft) 
elapsed time(s) 
H-1 50 99.9 2.52 1909.000000 0.13761 78 
H-2 50 99.99 2.91 1932.600098 0.13984 85 
H-3 50 99.999 3.25 1934.100098 0.13999 92 
H-4 50 99.9999 3.56 1934.300171 0.14000 99 
H-5 50 99.99999 3.85 1934.300049 0.14001 109 
H-6 50 99.999999 4.11 1934.300049 0.14001 115 








Figure 5. 6 The effect of p-value on a) elapsed time and Multiple-seam stresses in mine H and b) 














































































Seam Convergence(ft) elapsed time(s)
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5.4 Verifying the optimized radius of influence 
Based on the results, choosing at least four digits of accuracy reduces the elapsed time and 
keeps the program sufficiently accurate. The optimum value for p has been selected based on the 
comparison between seam convergences, multiple-seams stress and safety factor values using the 
current distance factor versus the new p-value. The original distance factor of four times of inter-
burden as a radius of influence was conservative and was able to cover most of the significant area 
in multiple-seam models, however, in many cases, neglecting the area with minimal stress impact 
at the edge of the  influence function does not lead to any significant change in accuracy. In the 
models with high lamination thickness or big overburden elastic modulus, using the new radius of 
influence corresponds to a logical increase in the distance factor and time, but in most of the 
applicable values of lamination thickness and elastic modulus, the new influence radius reduces 
the computation time. The optimized radius was implemented into the remote stress subroutine in 
the LaModel program, and then the program was validated analyzed using several of the case 
studies to show the effects of the optimized radius on the computation time (Table 5.3). 
Table 5. 3 The comparison between elapsed time in the classic displacement factor and the 
optimized radius of influence 
Mine Old algorithm 
(seconds) 
Optimized radius (seconds) Improvement (%) 
Mine E 9062 5666 37 
Mine L 19080 3904 80 
Mine N 23508 8270 65 
Mine R 14159 3258 77 
Mine T 348512 57898 83 
It can be seen that developing the optimized influenced area improves the program efficiency 
for various models from 37% to 83%. This amount of time improvement can be achieved by 
considering certain influenced areas by each element. The results from Table 5.3 can be plotted 
for the multiple-seam stress and displacement to compare these factors with current algorithms. 
To visualize and analyze the accuracy in the new method, the output results for the multiple-seam 
stresses and seam convergence for seam one in model R have been shown by the LamPlot program 
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(Figure 5.6). It is clear that the results are identical, for example the average difference between 
the multiple-seam stress around the panel in the current radius of influence and the optimized 
radius of influence is around 0.001%. In addition, changing the level of convergence criteria to 
0.00001 and 0.000001 in model H create around 0.004% difference between the maximum 





Figure 5. 7 a) multiple seam stress in seam one model R by current algorithm and b) multiple 
seam stress in seam one model R by optimized radius 
It can be seen in both influenced radiuses, the multiple-seam stresses are close and then can be 









Using LaModel, a model of a multiple-seam mine is a mathematical problem with a large 
domain and a large number of equations in which must be solved by iteration. In other words, a 
large system of equations needs to be solved numerous times to obtain the appropriate results, and 
the solution can be very time consuming Therefore, solving the large number  of equations should 
be optimized to minimize  running time. 
The number of required computations to solve seam convergence can be examined with a 
simple example. Assume a grid size of 100 by 100, then the total number of elements is 10000. 
The iterative solution for the convergence (SOR) in the seam includes 12 simple mathematical 
operations for every element. Generally, the maximum number of iteration can be defined 20000; 
however, this case assumed that the basic number around 5000 iteration to make the number of 
calculation more clear. This means that with only one seam, the number of calculations is equal to 
600,000,000. In the case of a multiple-seam mine with four seams, the total number of calculations 
for the convergence of the individual seams would be around 2,400,000,000. The number of 
computation is significant for the multiple-seam stresses with four seams. 
The present LaModel program uses a coarse grid technique called a Macro element or Lumping. 
The present lumping method is one of the approaches that work very well for cases in which large 
elements or blocks have the same shape as fine elements.  The LaModel program solves the 
multiple-seam stress calculation with four different levels of lumping or four different coarse grid 
sizes. Initially a level 3 lumping includes the elements with coarse big size and then the program 
counts down to a level 0 with elements with the original defined size. For example, a grid with 100 
by 100 elements would be lumped into 10 by 10 blocks in level 3, which every block containing 
10 by 10 elements. Therefore, the first level of calculation would be performed over only a 
coarse10 by 10 grid (Figure 6. 1). After reaching the convergence limit for the coarse grid the 
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lumping level would be decrease to level 2, where the grid would be lumped into 20 by 20 coarse 
grid elements containing 5 by 5 elements each. This process continues through level 1 with 50 by 
50 coarse elements of 2 by 2 elements each, and then to level 0, where the grid size is the same as 
the initial grid. By completing this sequence of lumped calculations, the final results are the 









6.2 Macro element detailed algorithm in LaModel program 
It is clear that the macro element algorithm or lumping has a positive effect on the efficiency 
of the program with multiple-seam mines. In this section the algorithm of solution by using 
lumping method explained in details. Initially, the main subroutine of the program uses the vector 
with four columns for each detail level (1, 2, 5, and 10). Displacement initialize based on primary 
displacement, then looping over elements on the local seam starts for the coarse level or detail 
level three.  By having the initial lumped convergence values, the coarse multiple-seam stress on 
the elements of all remote seams can be found. In the present program, the lumping algorithm is 
only performed on element in the primary seam, therefore all elements on the primary seams will 
be initially lumped as a coarse block. The coarse blocks on the primary seam will be used to 
calculate the multiple-seam stress on every element of the remote seam.  By completing a loop 
over all remote seams the induced stress calculation has been completed, and the loop over the 
seams will start to compute displacement and convergence in blocks of primary seams. This 
process continued to meet the convergence criteria. By converging to the criteria, the second level 
of macro element algorithm will be started. The algorithm of solution will continue until reaching 
to the finest level or level 0 with the blocks with the same size as elements in the input file. Details 
of the macro element (lumping) algorithm can be found in the Figure 6.2. Initially, a coarse grid 
is created, then the total displacement on every coarse block can be found by averaging the 





Figure 6. 2 Macro element subroutine algorithm 
 
6.3 Double macro element detailed algorithm in LaModel program 
It was previously explained that the element lumping was only performed on the primary seam 
where the displacements had been found during the SOR calculation. In this dissertation, the 
approach of implementing a lumping scheme for both the primary and the secondary seam is 
investigated. In the other words, the macro algorithm will be performed during the multiple-seam 
stress computation on both the local seam that induces the stress and the remote seams that receive 
the transferred stresses. 
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To use this approach, initially the block size and number of blocks on each seam must be 
defined and then the multiple stress matrix can be initialized. After initializing the stress matrix, 
the displacements on the local seam are lumped together as a block. Then the calculation loops 
over every block on the local seam and projects the stress to every block on the remote seam. 
Finally, to find the stress on each individual element on the remote seam, the computed stress in 
each block is distributed over the elements in that block. It can provide the good estimate of stress 
on each element on the discretized seam. The details of the double lumping program can be found 
in Figure 6.3. 
 
Figure 6. 3 Double macro element algorithm 
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6.4 Limitation of new double macro element 
In the double lumping approach, the multiple-seam stress is solved by lumping elements in 
both local seams and remote seams. One of the critical parameters in the influence function is the 
size of the elements in both the local and remote seams. Also, induced multiple-seam stress depend 
on horizontal and vertical distance between the elements or blocks. In the case where the center of 
two large blocks on the two are directly above each other, the remote stress function value can be 
highly negative and if the blocks are large in relation to the interburden between the seams, the 
negative stress may overwhelm any positive stress on the block resulting in a net negative stress.  
This negative stress can make the program numerically unstable. The main reason is concept and 
formulation for the influence function. The multiple seam solution uses the stress influence 
function (Equation 4.6) and the ultimate value of the remote stress depends on several factors. It 
is hard to integrate stress influence function due to existing high negative value beside high 
positive value. In the case that the integration is not in small enough interval the results will not be 
normal and accurate (Figure 6.4). In the case blocks on each other, the influence function have 
large negative value from below block. By forwarding to the next block, we get little positive value 
from the tail and the program miss a large positive in the abutment angle and results in divergence 
of the program. Therefore, the range of block widths and associated interburden where the program 
will successfully converge needed to be determined. 
  
 
Figure 6. 4 Remote Stress profile in multiple seams mine 
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In the current study, based on success and failure in convergence the logistic regression 
method has been used to determine the appropriate range for the program. The result of the analysis 
can be addressed as an appropriate value for the block size. Some of the independent variables 
may play role to success or failure of the program can be as follows:  
 
 Inter-burden thickness  
 Overburden elastic modulus  
 Lamination thickness 
 Seam thickness 
 Block size 
 Mining depth 
Several input parameters in the LaModel program control some main features of mine designs 
such as the load on the pillars and gob. The most important factors are: Rock mass stiffness, Gob 
stiffness and Coal strength. Rock mass stiffness has been calibrated by the rock mass modulus and 
rock mass lamination thickness. The rock mass stiffness does have an effect on the load extension 
on the edge of gob area. The rock mass stiffness help to find the gob stiffness and it leads to 
determine the load distribution over the pillars and gobs. In other words, the gob with high stiffness 
carry out more load than the soft gob. Lamination thickness is one of the main factors that plays 
the role in the stability of the LaModel program under new macro element approach. It is necessary 
to calibrate the gob modulus for the database based on the different values for the lamination 
thickness and rock modulus. In order to calibrate gob modulus, the lamination thickness must be 
defined as well as distance between seams. The gob width can be defined in the “Strain-Hardening 
Gob” tab under the Wizard for the material models window in the LAMPRE program (Figure 6.5). 
The input parameters determined the new final gob modulus for the model and define the new set 
of material as well as load distribution over the elements or blocks. 
The same procedure required to perform for the overburden elastic modulus that has been 
known as an effective factor on the load distribution over the pillars and gob. The database has 
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been expanded by using a range of values for the lamination thickness, elastic modulus and inter-
burden.  
 
Figure 6. 5 Gob calibration wizard in LAMPRE program 
6.4.1 Logistic regression for the analysis of the database 
The analysis of logistic regression applies in a study with two final results in binary form 
(success or failure). The output of the analysis based on a success equal to 1 or a failure equal to 0 
provides the coefficients of the independent variables in a regression equation. In the current study 
success or 1, refers to the analysis that the program is numerically stable. In order to analyze the 
geo-mechanical problems, the independent variables need to be linear in the inverse of the 
sigmoidal "logistic" function(Mark, Chase, and Pappas 2007). In other words the response variable 
must have a linear relationship with independent variables. It should notice that the most critical 
parameter in this analysis is block size which plays main role to converge of the program. This 
analysis focuses on defining the block size that provides a stable solution for the problem under a 
variety of conditions. Several of the independent variables involved in the current analysis are 
inter-burden thickness, overburden depth, lamination thickness, block size, gob width and rock 
mass elastic modulus. It should be noticed that even in the current version of the program, using a 
big element size with small inter-burden leads to the instability of the program. The logistic 
regression has performed on the set of data with 284 different observations which can be seen in 
detail in the Appendix A.  
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The statistical analysis can be performed only on the single or multiple variables, and the 
models have been evaluated based on the significant variables. The block size is an important 
variable, however the analysis based on only block size is not able to address the potential of 
convergence or divergence of the program.  
6.4.2 Logistic regression by using several variables 
The statistical analysis of several case histories clarified that using a ratio of radius of 
influence to the block size may not be associated with enough accuracy to effectively predict 
success and failure cases. Therefore, other significant parameters such as lamination thickness, 
gob width, inter-burden, elastic modulus and were requires to be included into the analysis. The 
output of the logistic regression analysis leads to find the specific probability function. The 
function uses the cutoff point and the data for the model as well as the block size to determine 
whether the program is numerically stable or not. In Table 6.2 the results of performing analysis 
of logistic regression for the multiple variables have been tabulated. 




No#1 0.95-0.005*Radius 0.59701 
No#2 1.128-.0116Radius+0.01827*Block 0.66057 
No#3 0.524-0.002*LamTh+4.4e-08*ElasticM.01729*inter-burden 0.59727 









To evaluate the goodness of fit, the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve can be 
used to visualize the ability of a binary classifier such as logistic regression. The area under the 
ROC curve or AUC is used to show the ability of the model in separating between success or 
failure within the database. The value 0.5 corresponds to no discrimination and a value more than 
0.5 and less than 1 determines the degree of discrimination. Based on the different types of 
variable, several models can be used to make the probability function. The models having range 
of area under the curve (AUC) more than 0.6 have been evaluated in terms of their variables and 
the significance level for each of these variables. Therefore, the model No 2, No 4 and No 5 have 
been chosen for further statistical analysis. Also, in each model, the significant or important 
variable must be recognized. For example, the Lamination thickness (LamTh) in the model #4 is 
not a significant parameters; however the other four parameters are significant variables. Also, 
statistical analysis for model # 5 showed that the gob width does not meet the significant level 
(α=0.05)  
 
Table 6. 2 Variable coefficients (a) Model4 (b) Model 5 (c) Model 2 
Term Estimate Std Error ChiSquare Prob>ChiSq 
Intercept 0.36218358 0.3793489 0.91 0.3397 
LamTh -0.0067553 0.0025453 7.04 0.0080 
ElasticM 1.38964e-7 5.7422e-8 5.86 0.0155 
Inter-burden -0.0551541 0.0138246 15.92 <.0001 












Term Estimate Std Error ChiSquare Prob>ChiSq 
Intercept -1.1288399 0.3686968 9.37 0.0022 
block -0.01827389 0.0058028 9.92 0.0016 
radius 0.011629 0.0028409 16.76 <.0001 
 
(c) 
Term Estimate Std Error Chi-square Prob>ChiSq 
Intercept 0.09261777 0.5206492 0.03 0.8588 
LamTh -0.0063945 0.0025729 6.18 0.0129 
Elastic-M 1.42191e-7 5.7567e-8 6.10 0.0135 
Inter-burden -0.0547772 0.0139955 15.32 <.0001 
Gob width 0.00031981 0.0006191 0.27 0.6054 
Block 0.02277285 0.0067305 11.45 0.0007 
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It can be seen that model 1 to model 5 provide equations based on some variables which are 
statistically insignificant. The area under the curve in these five models change from 0.56 to .67 
which represents the functional accuracy of prediction models. Area under the curve (AUC) less 
than 0.7 is classified as fair value which is barely fit, however the ultimate purpose of the current 
study is maximizing the number correct failure prediction. It is clear that model 2, 4 and 5 have a 
similar accuracy when considering the AUC. It has been noted in chapter four that the influence 
radius depends on three variables: lamination thickness, elastic modulus and inter-burden distance. 
Therefore, these three variables can be replaced by influence radius variable as an independent 
variable. In addition to the AUC, by considering the standard cutoff point 0.5, the percentage of 
correct prediction of failure and success can be presented and compared with these models. 
Statistical analysis of data in the Table 6.2 has clarified that the lamination thickness, rock mass 
elastic modulus, inter-burden thickness and block size are the most significant variables.  
The coefficients in the functions show that the chance of a successful model is directly 
proportion to the radius of influence and inversely proportion of block size. In other word by 
increasing the size of the block, the probability of in stability will decrease. In order to find the 
final equation to implement into the program, the cut off point for the final equation must be found 
based on the several probabilities. Generally, statistical packages assume that the cutoff point is 
0.5; however, in each specific case this value can be different. The current experience is based on 
244 observations on two models and the analysis of data has performed by JMP package.  
In relation to the ROC curve, two concepts of sensitivity and specificity should be defined. 
The sensitivity is defined as the number of correct successful prediction and specificity expressed 
a ratio of correct failure prediction. The main aim of the analysis is to maximize the number of 
successful predictions as well as minimize the number of false predictions. Then, the sensitivity 
vs. 1 – specificity for an entire range of cutoff points has been illustrated in which the cut point 
defines a criteria for the number of successes. An optimal cut off point will be delivered through 
plotting the number of correct prediction or sensitivity versus the false prediction of failure or 1- 
specificity. Figure 6.6 demonstrates that by increasing probability or cut off point the sensitivity 
or probability of correct predication for the successful case will decrease and in opposite the 
specificity or chance of correct prediction for failure will increase. The intersection of these two 
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curves presents the optimum cut off point in which minimize the error of false predictions of 
successful as well as minimize the error created by false prediction of failure.  
It must be noticed that the analysis based on several variables can be performed based on ratio 
of correct prediction for the success or failure. However, the main goal in this analysis is 
minimizing the ratio of incorrect prediction for the successful experiences. Therefore, the cutoff 
point can be found based minimizing the number of wrong successful prediction. 
 
Figure 6. 6 Optimum cutoff point for the model based on multiple variables 
 










































In Table 6.3 true and false positive results represent the number of correct and wrong 
predictions of a successful result. Also, true negative and false negative represent the number of 
correct and wrong predictions of failure observations. By having the coefficients of the variables 
in output of the analysis, the probability of successful experience can be derived as follows: 
 
     (6.1) 
 
Where: 
                                               (6.2) 
 
A, B and C: Coefficients 
Radius: radius of influence 
Block: block size 
 
Including the significant variables in the model 2 (radius of influence and block size), the final 
equation for the logistic regression can be written as: 
 
                     (6.3) 
 
In Table 6.3, it can be seen by choosing a value for cutoff point around 0.65, the correct 
prediction of failure is around 89% and wrong prediction of success case will be as low as 10 
percent. Defining the cutoff point provides a comparison between the actual observation and 
prediction based on the value of cutoff point. Therefore, it helps to determine the maximum 
possible block size and consequently the convergence of the program can be evaluated. In order 



























                       (6.4) 
 
Solving Equation (6.4) in respect to the block size delivers the final equation as presented in the 
Equation (6.5): 
 
                                           (6.5)  
 
Where; 
B: block size in the each detail level  
R: Radius of influence 
Equation 6.5 expresses that in the case that the program is not able to converge, detail level must 
be adjusted to the value presented by the given equation. Determining the maximum size of block 
for successful program convergence will help to find an appropriate detail level.  
The new block size criteria would be added to the main function in the program, then by 
evaluating the input parameters in the model, the program evaluate the maximum size for the block 
and in the case that the current size is more than the calculated size (Figure 6.8), the level of detail 
or block size will be adjusted. The new criteria can be seen in the output file after running the 
LaModel program. In order to verify the final statistical model, several case studies have been 
analyzed using a range of input data. Generally, the analysis has confirmed that if the range of the 
data satisfy the final statistical condition, the model will successfully converged. Based on the 
analysis of two models, model H and model L,  with a wide range of lamination thickness, gob 
width, elastic modulus, a maximum initial block size of five times of element size has been 
selected. This size is fairly robust for analysis of most conditions, however in the case with high 
value for the rock modulus and or unlikely close seams (less than 10 ft.), which the required 
condition is not satisfied, the program change the maximum block size from five times of element 














that the block size of two times of element is not meet the convergence requirement, and the 
program provide the message to choose the smaller element size in input file.  
 
 
Figure 6. 8 LaModel Program interface 
 
In order to minimize number of error messages, different refinement level can be uses in the local 
seam and remote seam. In other word, in one specific level of solution, the block size in seam that 











Table 6. 3 The ROC table for the database 
 
Prob 1-Specificity Sensitivity Sens-(1-Spec) True Pos True Neg False Pos False Neg
. 0 0 0 0 141 0 144
0.8634 0 0.0069 0.0069 1 141 0 143
0.8499 0 0.0139 0.0139 2 141 0 142
0.8162 0 0.0278 0.0278 4 141 0 140
0.7921 0.0071 0.0278 0.0207 4 140 1 140
0.7855 0.0071 0.0347 0.0276 5 140 1 139
0.785 0.0071 0.0486 0.0415 7 140 1 137
0.7734 0.0142 0.0486 0.0344 7 139 2 137
0.7708 0.0142 0.0556 0.0414 8 139 2 136
0.7642 0.0213 0.0556 0.0343 8 138 3 136
0.7611 0.0284 0.0625 0.0341 9 137 4 135
0.7611 0.0284 0.0694 0.0411 10 137 4 134
0.7511 0.0284 0.0764 0.048 11 137 4 133
0.7486 0.0284 0.0972 0.0689 14 137 4 130
0.7481 0.0355 0.0972 0.0618 14 136 5 130
0.7317 0.0426 0.0972 0.0547 14 135 6 130
0.7297 0.0496 0.1042 0.0545 15 134 7 129
0.7197 0.0567 0.1042 0.0474 15 133 8 129
0.7135 0.0567 0.1181 0.0613 17 133 8 127
0.7039 0.0638 0.125 0.0612 18 132 9 126
0.6942 0.0709 0.125 0.0541 18 131 10 126
0.6938 0.0851 0.1319 0.0468 19 129 12 125
0.6792 0.0851 0.1389 0.0538 20 129 12 124
0.6725 0.0922 0.1528 0.0606 22 128 13 122
0.6704 0.0922 0.1597 0.0675 23 128 13 121
0.6682 0.0993 0.1597 0.0604 23 127 14 121
0.6613 0.0993 0.1667 0.0674 24 127 14 120
0.652 0.0993 0.1736 0.0743 25 127 14 119
0.6495 0.1206 0.1806 0.06 26 124 17 118
0.6402 0.1277 0.1875 0.0598 27 123 18 117
0.6325 0.1348 0.2083 0.0736 30 122 19 114
0.6309 0.1348 0.2153 0.0805 31 122 19 113
0.6254 0.1348 0.2361 0.1014 34 122 19 110
0.6244 0.1489 0.2431 0.0941 35 120 21 109
0.6178 0.156 0.2431 0.087 35 119 22 109
0.6178 0.156 0.25 0.094 36 119 22 108
0.6119 0.1631 0.2639 0.1008 38 118 23 106
0.6101 0.1631 0.2708 0.1077 39 118 23 105
0.6062 0.1631 0.2778 0.1147 40 118 23 104
0.6011 0.1631 0.2847 0.1216 41 118 23 103
0.5972 0.1702 0.2917 0.1215 42 117 24 102
0.5942 0.1702 0.3264 0.1562 47 117 24 97
0.5901 0.1773 0.3264 0.1491 47 116 25 97
0.5861 0.1844 0.3333 0.1489 48 115 26 96
0.5827 0.1915 0.3403 0.1488 49 114 27 95
0.5787 0.1986 0.3403 0.1417 49 113 28 95
0.5779 0.2057 0.3542 0.1485 51 112 29 93
0.5737 0.2128 0.3542 0.1414 51 111 30 93
0.5675 0.2199 0.3611 0.1413 52 110 31 92
0.5671 0.227 0.3681 0.1411 53 109 32 91
0.561 0.227 0.375 0.148 54 109 32 90
0.5551 0.234 0.3819 0.1479 55 108 33 89
0.5524 0.234 0.3958 0.1618 57 108 33 87
0.5517 0.234 0.4028 0.1687 58 108 33 86





0.5435 0.2553 0.4236 0.1683 61 105 36 83
0.5351 0.2624 0.4375 0.1751 63 104 37 81
0.5302 0.2624 0.4444 0.182 64 104 37 80
0.5257 0.2837 0.4444 0.1608 64 101 40 80
0.5178 0.2908 0.4583 0.1676 66 100 41 78
0.5171 0.3121 0.5 0.1879 72 97 44 72
0.5073 0.3688 0.5278 0.159 76 89 52 68
0.5037 0.3688 0.5347 0.1659 77 89 52 67
0.4996 0.383 0.5556 0.1726 80 87 54 64
0.4979 0.3901 0.5625 0.1724 81 86 55 63
0.49 0.4043 0.5833 0.1791 84 84 57 60
0.4884 0.4043 0.5972 0.193 86 84 57 58
0.4805 0.4184 0.6042 0.1857 87 82 59 57
0.4759 0.4184 0.6181 0.1996 89 82 59 55
0.469 0.4184 0.6389 0.2204 92 82 59 52
0.4615 0.4326 0.6528 0.2202 94 80 61 50
0.4603 0.4397 0.6736 0.2339 97 79 62 47
0.4592 0.461 0.7014 0.2404 101 76 65 43
0.4542 0.461 0.7083 0.2473 102 76 65 42
0.4498 0.461 0.7222 0.2612 104 76 65 40
0.4492 0.4681 0.7431 0.275 107 75 66 37
0.4466 0.4894 0.7569 0.2676 109 72 69 35
0.4389 0.5035 0.7569 0.2534 109 70 71 35
0.4341 0.5319 0.7569 0.225 109 66 75 35
0.4313 0.5461 0.7778 0.2317 112 64 77 32
0.429 0.5532 0.7917 0.2385 114 63 78 30
0.4278 0.5532 0.7986 0.2454 115 63 78 29
0.4236 0.5532 0.8125 0.2593 117 63 78 27
0.4187 0.5674 0.8125 0.2451 117 61 80 27
0.4163 0.5957 0.8403 0.2445 121 57 84 23
0.4157 0.5957 0.8611 0.2654 124 57 84 20
0.4083 0.6454 0.875 0.2296 126 50 91 18
0.4077 0.6667 0.8889 0.2222 128 47 94 16
0.3995 0.7021 0.9167 0.2145 132 42 99 12
0.3979 0.7021 0.9236 0.2215 133 42 99 11
0.392 0.7234 0.9444 0.221 136 39 102 8
0.3873 0.7376 0.9444 0.2069 136 37 104 8
0.383 0.773 0.9514 0.1783 137 32 109 7
0.382 0.7872 0.9514 0.1642 137 30 111 7
0.3792 0.7943 0.9583 0.164 138 29 112 6
0.3745 0.7943 0.9653 0.171 139 29 112 5
0.366 0.8014 0.9653 0.1639 139 28 113 5
0.3659 0.844 0.9653 0.1213 139 22 119 5
0.3658 0.8794 0.9792 0.0997 141 17 124 3
0.3552 0.8936 0.9792 0.0855 141 15 126 3
0.3518 0.9007 0.9931 0.0923 143 14 127 1
0.3483 0.9149 0.9931 0.0782 143 12 129 1
0.337 0.9291 0.9931 0.064 143 10 131 1
0.3302 0.9362 0.9931 0.0569 143 9 132 1
0.3225 0.9433 0.9931 0.0498 143 8 133 1
0.3213 0.9574 1 0.0426 144 6 135 0
0.3043 0.9858 1 0.0142 144 2 139 0
0.2857 0.9929 1 0.0071 144 1 140 0
0.1148 1 1 0 144 0 141 0
0.1148 1 1 0 144 0 141 0
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6.5 Verifying the new approach 
 
By evaluating the convergence conditions and a correct block size, the three detail levels were 
defined and used in the new method (detail level {1, 2, 5}). It should note that in the new algorithm 
the maximum size of block is five times of element size, and the refinement continues to two times 
of element size, and finally reach to the original element size. This macro element algorithm is 
applicable for the remote seams or secondary seams as well as the seam that convergence and 
displacement solve on that seam or local seam. After implementing new double lumping strategy 
into the LaModel program, several case histories have been used to evaluate the new double macro 
element algorithm and the results are tabulated in Table 6.4. 
Table 6. 4 Effect of implementing the double macro element algorithm 
Mine Current algorithm (%) Double macro element algorithm (%) Improvement (%) 
Mine E 9,062 7,880 13 
Mine L 19,080 16,733 12.3 
Mine N 23,508 22,000 6.4 
Mine R 14,159 10,281 27.4 
Mine T 348,512 260,000 25.4 
 
In terms of time, the new approach in blocking both primary and secondary seam shows an 
improvement in most of cases, however this improvement is not as large as some of the other 
previous improvements. In terms of accuracy, the multiple seam stress and displacement in seam 
1 and seam 2 of mine T is plotted by LaMplot program in Figure 6.9. The results of analysis shown 
in Figure 6.9, demonstrate that implementing the double block, or lumping, algorithm shows 
promise of speed up the program without losing any significant accuracy. Also, Figure 6.10 
presents the multiple-seam stress in seam two in mine E by applying the current algorithm of 








Figure 6. 9 (a) seam convergence based on single macro element algorithm in mine T(b) seam 









Figure 6. 10 (a)Multiple seam stresses based on single macro element algorithm in mine E (b) 











7.1 Summary and conclusion  
 
The LaModel program was developed based on the boundary element method and has been 
successfully applied to the coal mine industry. Engineers are able to use the program in a range of 
conditions; however, in multiple-seam mines the program run times can be high and the process 
expensive in terms of time. Therefore, improving the speed and efficiency of LaModel is the main 
goal of the current dissertation.   
In this dissertation, a new version of the LaModel program has been developed to accelerate the 
analysis of stress interactions in multiple-seam mines. Using three new algorithms that have been 
developed and implemented into the program. Initially, the algorithm for the main solution loop 
has changed based on a new integral kernel solution for the remote seams stress and convergence 
computations. This new algorithm has helped to save time and computations in the multiple-seam 
situations. A second new algorithm, has been implemented to optimize the radius of influence used 
for the calculations during multiple-seam interactions. The third algorithm optimizes the macro 
element calculation. Each of the new algorithms has been individually validated by using the 
several multiple-seam case histories, and the improvements in run time were analyzed. Finally, the 
combination of all three algorithms has been implemented into the LaModel program. Figure 7.1 
illustrates the run time improvement to the program after implementing each individual algorithm 
and the combination of all three of them for five of the case histories. From the Figure 7.1, clear 
that optimizing the radius of influence of the induced stress has shown the greatest improvement 
in speed, an 80% average. Next, the new kernel formulation is responsible for improving the run 
times an average of 30%. In the final analysis, it is seen that improvement due to implementing 
double macro element algorithm of solution is not as much as the first two algorithms, about 6% 
to 27% and in average 18%.  Adding this new approach to the new integral kernel algorithm and 
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new radius of induced stress influence leads to the new version of the program. Table 7.1 briefly 
has shown the effect of implementing double lumping into the new version of LaModel. The results 
clarifies that including the double macro element to the new kernel of the solution and radius of 
influence provide the good potential of improvement. It is expected that implementing the double 
blocking method to the other two algorithms obtains almost the same amount of improvement as 
implementing the algorithm to the current version of the program. 
  
 
Figure 7. 1 (a) Seam convergence in mine U based on current algorithm (b) Seam convergence in 






















Original Algorithm New Kernel Formulation Optimized radius of influence
Double Blocking Algorithms combination
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Table 7. 1 Improving running time after implementing these three algorithms for the five case 
studies 
 






Mine E 24 37 13.0 62.0 
Mine L 34 80 12.3 88.0 
Mine N 27 65 6.4 88.0 
Mine R 49 77 27.4 89 
Mine T 35 83 25.4 90.0 
 
In term of accuracy, the results for multiple seam stresses and displacement in the multiple 
horizons mining has been evaluated by the new version of the program and compared with output 
of previous algorithm. Mine R as an example presented in the following, where the multiple seams 
models analyzed with the LaModel 3.0 and LaModel 4.0. The results of LaMplot program for the 
Mine R have been present in the Figure 7.2. The results illustrates that by implementing the new 
algorithms not only solves the addressed problem in this study but also maintain the program 
accuracy. It should notice that the desirable accuracy in this study is three significant digits for the 
seam convergence and multiple seam stresses. Table 7.2 represents the difference between 
maximum multiple seam stress in the current algorithm of solution and the results after 
implementing new algorithms.  
Table 7.2 The difference between multiple seam stress in the new algorithm and current solution 
in LaModel program 
 Maximum multiple seam stress(Current Version) Maximum multiple seam stress(New Version) Difference% 
Mine E 201.599991 199.01001 0.013014 
Mine R 529.300049 529.349854 9.409E-05 
Mine T 275.110016 275.130066 7.287E-05 






Figure 7. 2 (a) Seam convergence in mine U based on current algorithm (b) Seam convergence in 
mine U after impalement new algorithms 
 
7.2 Future research  
Many of the elements of influence matrix are duplicates because the stress influence is 
symmetric, i.e. the stress influence from an element that is one element down and one element 
right is exactly the same as the influence for an element that is: one element down and one element 
left, one element up and one element left, and one element down and one element right. In addition, 
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the stress influence between the element (i, j) on seam one and (m, n) on seam two is the same as 
the stress influence factor for the other elements (m, n and i, j). This limited distance of influence 
and multiple levels of symmetry can be used to reduce significantly the number of components of 
influence matrix that required to be determined during the multiple seams interaction process. 
Using a lookup table can be one of the methods that probably has potential to reduce elapsed 
time and increase efficiency of the program. The Lookup table is an array or matrix that used to 
store similar computations in the program as an array of indexes. In the problems with several 
complicated computation, this method can be used to avoid repeating similar calculations.  Instead 
of calculating these values, the similar values are called from memory. Pre-calculating the 
calculations and storing in the program may increase the program efficiency and speed up the 
solution in the big domain. The LaModel program used the specific function to solve the stress in 
every element due to displacement of the other elements in the other seams. Evaluating the 
influence function matrix has clear that so many of these influence function output are duplicate 
values, therefore, it is expected that using the look-up table may reduce the elapsed time to 
calculate the multiple seams stresses.  
Another subject for future research is using higher order elements to analyze of displacements 
and stresses. Presently LaModel assumes a constant displacement across each element, a first-
order. Generally, the constant displacement element provides a good estimate during the 
computation of displacement and stress when the elements are small enough; however, using a 
higher-order function for the value of the displacement in each element has the potential of 
improving the accuracy. In this higher order element the displacement is not a constant anymore. 
In other word, the displacement on every element can be simulated with a linear function, or a 
nonlinear (quadratic) function, etc. Implementing the higher order displacement discontinuity may 
be associated with increasing the accuracy of the program. In particular, the fundamental equation 
is a 2nd order function; therefore a second order element would be able to exactly match the 
fundamental equation.  So, in order to evaluate the displacement and stress values based on four 
elements, it is possible to use the specific nine nodes element. It looks similar to the nine nodes 
elements in the finite element method, however each node is in the center of the square element. 
Therefore, the displacement and stress in each element is computed based on the combination of 
value in center of the each element and shape function. The basic influence function in the 
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LaModel program can be used for developing the kernel equations. Implementing this new higher 
order computation into the LaModel program would be useful for the future study to increase the 
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Appendix A-Datasets used in logistic regression 
 
The following table presents the data that has been used in the logistic regression to develop and 







seam Thick(ft) Block(ft) s 
H 50 8000000 12 400 6 20 0 
H 50 8000000 20 400 6 20 0 
H 50 8000000 22 400 6 20 1 
H 50 8000000 25 400 6 20 1 
L 50 8000000 30 800 9.5 20 0 
L 50 8000000 35 800 9.5 20 0 
L 50 8000000 37 800 9.5 20 1 
L 50 8000000 40 800 9.5 20 1 
H 50 3000000 8 400 6 20 0 
H 50 3000000 10 400 6 20 0 
H 50 3000000 12 400 6 20 1 
H 50 3000000 15 400 6 20 1 
L 50 3000000 9 800 9.5 20 0 
L 50 3000000 12 800 9.5 20 0 
L 50 3000000 13 800 9.5 20 1 
L 50 3000000 15 800 9.5 20 1 
H 50 2500000 5 400 6 20 0 
H 50 2500000 8 400 6 20 0 
H 50 2500000 10 400 6 20 1 
H 50 2500000 12 400 6 20 1 
L 50 2500000 7 800 9.5 20 0 
L 50 2500000 8 800 9.5 20 0 
L 50 2500000 10 800 9.5 20 1 
L 50 2500000 12 800 9.5 20 1 
H 50 1000000 3 400 6 20 0 
H 50 1000000 4 400 6 20 0 
H 50 1000000 5 400 6 20 1 
H 50 1000000 7 400 6 20 1 
L 50 1000000 4 800 9.5 20 0 
L 50 1000000 5 800 9.5 20 0 
L 50 1000000 7 800 9.5 20 1 
L 50 1000000 9 800 9.5 20 1 
H 100 8000000 18 400 6 20 0 
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H 100 8000000 20 400 6 20 0 
H 100 8000000 22 400 6 20 1 
H 100 8000000 25 400 6 20 1 
L 100 8000000 25 800 9.5 20 0 
L 100 8000000 28 800 9.5 20 0 
L 100 8000000 30 800 9.5 20 1 
L 100 8000000 35 800 9.5 20 1 
H 100 3000000 5 400 6 20 0 
H 100 3000000 8 400 6 20 0 
H 100 3000000 9 400 6 20 1 
H 100 3000000 12 400 6 20 1 
L 100 3000000 9 800 9.5 20 0 
L 100 3000000 11 800 9.5 20 0 
L 100 3000000 13 800 9.5 20 1 
L 100 3000000 15 800 9.5 20 1 
H 100 2500000 5 400 6 20 0 
H 100 2500000 7 400 6 20 0 
H 100 2500000 8 400 6 20 1 
H 100 2500000 10 400 6 20 1 
L 100 2500000 7 800 9.5 20 0 
L 100 2500000 9 800 9.5 20 0 
L 100 2500000 10 800 9.5 20 1 
L 100 2500000 11 800 9.5 20 1 
H 100 1000000 2 400 6 20 0 
H 100 1000000 3 400 6 20 0 
H 100 1000000 4 400 6 20 1 
H 100 1000000 6 400 6 20 1 
L 100 1000000 2 800 9.5 20 0 
L 100 1000000 3 800 9.5 20 0 
L 100 1000000 4 800 9.5 20 1 
L 100 1000000 5 800 9.5 20 1 
H 200 8000000 16 400 6 20 0 
H 200 8000000 18 400 6 20 0 
H 200 8000000 20 400 6 20 1 
H 200 8000000 25 400 6 20 1 
L 200 8000000 10 800 9.5 20 0 
L 200 8000000 12 800 9.5 20 0 
L 200 8000000 15 800 9.5 20 1 
L 200 8000000 20 800 9.5 20 1 
H 200 3000000 7 400 6 20 0 
H 200 3000000 8 400 6 20 0 
H 200 3000000 9 400 6 20 1 
H 200 3000000 12 400 6 20 1 
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L 200 3000000 11 800 9.5 20 0 
L 200 3000000 12 800 9.5 20 0 
L 200 3000000 13 800 9.5 20 1 
L 200 3000000 15 800 9.5 20 1 
H 200 2500000 5 400 6 20 0 
H 200 2500000 6 400 6 20 0 
H 200 2500000 7 400 6 20 1 
H 200 2500000 8 400 6 20 1 
L 200 2500000 9 800 9.5 20 0 
L 200 2500000 10 800 9.5 20 0 
L 200 2500000 11 800 9.5 20 1 
L 200 2500000 13 800 9.5 20 1 
H 200 1000000 2 400 6 20 0 
H 200 1000000 3 400 6 20 0 
H 200 1000000 4 400 6 20 1 
H 200 1000000 5 400 6 20 1 
L 200 1000000 2 800 9.5 20 0 
L 200 1000000 3 800 9.5 20 0 
L 200 1000000 4 800 9.5 20 1 
L 200 1000000 6 800 9.5 20 1 
H 50 8000000 20 400 6 50 0 
H 50 8000000 25 400 6 50 0 
H 50 8000000 28 400 6 50 1 
H 50 8000000 30 400 6 50 1 
L 50 8000000 30 800 9.5 50 0 
L 50 8000000 36 800 9.5 50 0 
L 50 8000000 38 800 9.5 50 1 
L 50 8000000 40 800 9.5 50 1 
H 50 3000000 22 400 6 50 0 
H 50 3000000 25 400 6 50 0 
H 50 3000000 26 400 6 50 1 
H 50 3000000 28 400 6 50 1 
L 50 3000000 22 800 9.5 50 0 
L 50 3000000 25 800 9.5 50 0 
L 50 3000000 26 800 9.5 50 1 
L 50 3000000 27 800 9.5 50 1 
H 50 2500000 22 400 6 50 0 
H 50 2500000 24 400 6 50 0 
H 50 2500000 25 400 6 50 1 
H 50 2500000 27 400 6 50 1 
L 50 2500000 20 800 9.5 50 0 
L 50 2500000 22 800 9.5 50 0 
L 50 2500000 25 800 9.5 50 1 
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L 50 2500000 26 800 9.5 50 1 
H 50 1000000 18 400 6 50 0 
H 50 1000000 20 400 6 50 0 
H 50 1000000 22 400 6 50 1 
H 50 1000000 24 400 6 50 1 
L 50 1000000 18 800 9.5 50 0 
L 50 1000000 20 800 9.5 50 0 
L 50 1000000 21 800 9.5 50 1 
L 50 1000000 24 800 9.5 50 1 
H 100 8000000 23 400 6 50 0 
H 100 8000000 25 400 6 50 0 
H 100 8000000 27 400 6 50 1 
H 100 8000000 30 400 6 50 1 
L 100 8000000 28 800 9.5 50 0 
L 100 8000000 30 800 9.5 50 0 
L 100 8000000 33 800 9.5 50 1 
L 100 8000000 35 800 9.5 50 1 
H 100 3000000 12 400 6 50 0 
H 100 3000000 15 400 6  50 0 
H 100 3000000 16 400 6 50 1 
H 100 3000000 18 400 6 50 1 
L 100 3000000 15 800 9.5 50 0 
L 100 3000000 18 800 9.5 50 0 
L 100 3000000 20 800 9.5 50 1 
L 100 3000000 23 800 9.5 50 1 
H 100 2500000 12 400 6 50 0 
H 100 2500000 14 400 6 50 0 
H 100 2500000 15 400 6 50 1 
H 100 2500000 17 400 6 50 1 
L 100 2500000 14 800 9.5 50 0 
L 100 2500000 15 800 9.5 50 0 
L 100 2500000 18 800 9.5 50 1 
L 100 2500000 20 800 9.5 50 1 
H 100 1000000 9 400 6 50 0 
H 100 1000000 11 400 6 50 0 
H 100 1000000 12 400 6 50 1 
H 100 1000000 18 400 6 50 1 
L 100 1000000 10 800 9.5 50 0 
L 100 1000000 11 800 9.5 50 0 
L 100 1000000 12 800 9.5 50 1 
L 100 1000000 17 800 9.5 50 1 
H 200 8000000 20 400 6 50 0 
H 200 8000000 22 400 6 50 0 
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H 200 8000000 23 400 6 50 1 
H 200 8000000 25 400 6 50 1 
L 200 8000000 23 800 9.5 50 0 
L 200 8000000 24 800 9.5 50 0 
L 200 8000000 25 800 9.5 50 1 
L 200 8000000 32 800 9.5 50 1 
H 200 3000000 8 400 6 50 0 
H 200 3000000 10 400 6 50 0 
H 200 3000000 12 400 6 50 1 
H 200 3000000 15 400 6 50 1 
L 200 3000000 10 800 9.5 50 0 
L 200 3000000 13 800 9.5 50 0 
L 200 3000000 15 800 9.5 50 1 
L 200 3000000 16 800 9.5 50 1 
H 200 2500000 5 400 6 50 0 
H 200 2500000 8 400 6 50 0 
H 200 2500000 10 400 6 50 1 
H 200 2500000 14 400 6 50 1 
L 200 2500000 10 800 9.5 50 0 
L 200 2500000 12 800 9.5 50 0 
L 200 2500000 14 800 9.5 50 1 
L 200 2500000 17 800 9.5 50 1 
H 200 1000000 5 400 6 50 0 
H 200 1000000 6 400 6 50 0 
H 200 1000000 7 400 6 50 1 
H 200 1000000 10 400 6 50 1 
L 200 1000000 4 800 9.5 50 0 
L 200 1000000 6 800 9.5 50 0 
L 200 1000000 8 800 9.5 50 1 
L 200 1000000 10 800 9.5 50 1 
H 50 8000000 78 400 6 100 0 
H 50 8000000 80 400 6 100 0 
H 50 8000000 85 400 6 100 1 
H 50 8000000 90 400 6 100 1 
L 50 8000000 95 800 9.5 100 0 
L 50 8000000 98 800 9.5 100 0 
L 50 8000000 100 800 9.5 100 1 
L 50 8000000 103 800 9.5 100 1 
H 50 3000000 62 400 6 100 0 
H 50 3000000 65 400 6 100 0 
H 50 3000000 70 400 6 100 1 
H 50 3000000 72 400 6 100 1 
L 50 3000000 60 800 9.5 100 0 
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L 50 3000000 65 800 9.5 100 0 
L 50 3000000 68 800 9.5 100 1 
L 50 3000000 70 800 9.5 100 1 
H 50 2500000 60 400 6 100 0 
H 50 2500000 65 400 6 100 0 
H 50 2500000 68 400 6 100 1 
H 50 2500000 70 400 6 100 1 
L 50 2500000 62 800 9.5 100 0 
L 50 2500000 65 800 9.5 100 0 
L 50 2500000 68 800 9.5 100 1 
L 50 2500000 69 800 9.5 100 1 
H 50 1000000 50 400 6 100 0 
H 50 1000000 55 400 6 100 0 
H 50 1000000 60 400 6 100 1 
H 50 1000000 64 400 6 100 1 
L 50 1000000 52 800 9.5 100 0 
L 50 1000000 55 800 9.5 100 0 
L 50 1000000 58 800 9.5 100 1 
L 50 1000000 60 800 9.5 100 1 
H 100 8000000 35 400 6 100 0 
H 100 8000000 40 400 6 100 0 
H 100 8000000 50 400 6 100 1 
H 100 8000000 53 400 6 100 1 
L 100 8000000 42 800 9.5 100 0 
L 100 8000000 48 800 9.5 100 0 
L 100 8000000 50 800 9.5 100 1 
L 100 8000000 54 800 9.5 100 1 
H 100 3000000 32 400 6 100 0 
H 100 3000000 35 400 6 100 0 
H 100 3000000 38 400 6 100 1 
H 100 3000000 40 400 6 100 1 
L 100 3000000 40 800 9.5 100 0 
L 100 3000000 44 800 9.5 100 0 
L 100 3000000 46 800 9.5 100 1 
L 100 3000000 49 800 9.5 100 1 
H 100 2500000 30 400 6 100 0 
H 100 2500000 35 400 6 100 0 
H 100 2500000 36 400 6 100 1 
H 100 2500000 39 400 6 100 1 
L 100 2500000 40 800 9.5 100 0 
L 100 2500000 42 800 9.5 100 0 
L 100 2500000 45 800 9.5 100 1 
L 100 2500000 48 800 9.5 100 1 
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H 100 1000000 25 400 6 100 0 
H 100 1000000 30 400 6 100 0 
H 100 1000000 35 400 6 100 1 
H 100 1000000 40 400 6 100 1 
L 100 1000000 28 800 9.5 100 0 
L 100 1000000 30 800 9.5 100 0 
L 100 1000000 32 800 9.5 100 1 
L 100 1000000 38 800 9.5 100 1 
H 200 8000000 28 400 6 100 0 
H 200 8000000 30 400 6 100 0 
H 200 8000000 35 400 6 100 1 
H 200 8000000 38 400 6 100 1 
L 200 8000000 32 800 9.5 100 0 
L 200 8000000 35 800 9.5 100 0 
L 200 8000000 37 800 9.5 100 1 
L 200 8000000 39 800 9.5 100 1 
H 200 3000000 17 400 6 100 0 
H 200 3000000 20 400 6 100 0 
H 200 3000000 22 400 6 100 1 
H 200 3000000 26 400 6 100 1 
L 200 3000000 20 800 9.5 100 0 
L 200 3000000 22 800 9.5 100 0 
L 200 3000000 25 800 9.5 100 1 
L 200 3000000 27 800 9.5 100 1 
H 200 2500000 20 400 6 100 0 
H 200 2500000 21 400 6 100 0 
H 200 2500000 22 400 6 100 1 
H 200 2500000 27 400 6 100 1 
L 200 2500000 20 800 9.5 100 0 
L 200 2500000 22 800 9.5 100 0 
L 200 2500000 25 800 9.5 100 1 
L 200 2500000 28 800 9.5 100 1 
H 200 1000000 11 400 6 100 0 
H 200 1000000 15 400 6 100 0 
H 200 1000000 20 400 6 100 1 
H 200 1000000 24 400 6 100 1 
L 200 1000000 14 800 9.5 100 0 
L 200 1000000 15 800 9.5 100 0 
L 200 1000000 18 800 9.5 100 1 
L 200 1000000 20 800 9.5 100 1 
 
 
